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$75,000 in grantmoney distributed

•

BECKI PANOFF

&

DAVID MARSTERS
STAFF WRITERS

Students in a UCF LEAD
Scholars course teamed with students from local high schools and
the Jewish Community Center in
Maitland to help distribute
$75,000 worth of grant money to
community groups.
Beginning in the fall semester,
the course, taught by Professor

Aaron Liberman, mentored students from Boone High School,
Winter Park High School and students from the Jewish Community
Center, helping them look at ways
to distribute the money.
Healthy Community Initiative_
(HCI) of Orlando received three
grants in the amount of -$25,000
each from three local benefactors,
the
Winter
Park
Health.
Foundation, the Edyth Bush
Charitable Foundation and from

Michael and Sydney Green, a local over 100 community organizations
philanthropic family. The money that represent children, and invited
was to be used as seed money for the organizations to submit project.
programs in which local children proposals for no more than $5,000.
got involved in solving issues. HCI Twenty-five organizations submitallowed local high school-students ted proposals, and the high school
and the UCF LEAD Scholars pro- students awarded grants to 22 of
gram to decide how the money them in varying amounts. Groups
would be distributed.
that received grant money included
Under the guidance of the the
YMCA,
the
Jewish
LEAD Scholars, the high school -Community Center and BETA.
students prepared a Request for
P~RTNERSHIP, Page 9
. Proposal (RFP) and sent it out to

Pioneer rappers Run DMC "walked
this way" to see us at the UCF
Arena last Tuesday night.

Bon Appetite
The tenth annual
Celebrity Chef Gala,
hos.fed by the Rosen
School of HospitaUty
Management, took place
April 1 at the Rosen
Centre Hotel on
International Drive. The
sold-out event was a
chance for the students in
the Celebrity Chef class
to show what they had
learned this semester ;
along with the c-elebrity
chefs.
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· Global positioning system .in ~ookingk
· cars will make driving safer
• • •

uac·

UCF professor and
student create
system to warn
• drivers of
impending crashes
LIBBY BAIRD
STAFF WRITER

Amr Oloufa, a UCF civil
engineering professor, and one
of his students have been working on making roadways safer
by creating a system that will
warn drivers of possible collisions, giving them the time to
stop and thereby avoid the accident entirely.
The
system
involves
" installing a connection from a
car to a Global Positioning
Satellite, which will then send
&
the signal to a central computer. The central computer tracks
the direction and speed of the
• vehicle and those around it.

Many new cars are available
with Global Positioning Units
(GPU's) already included, and
many more are expected to in
the future. Also, the GPU's in
cars today are not of sufficient
quality and exactness to be
used in Oloufa's system.
Oloufa completed the first
phase of this project in the last
year or so. The purpose of this
early exploration of the project
was to see if such a system
would be viable and effective
in driving situations. The next
phase is contingent upon
receiving more funding from
UCF's Center for Advanced
Transportation
Systems
Simulation, (CATSS) who provided the $50,000 for the first
phase.
"We are applying for the
second phase which is a larger
number of vehicles to test
response time, 11 said Oloufa.
The next phase will involve
more cars to see how the system responds to a higher num-

ber of cars in the test, and will
require about double the fonding that the first phase did. The
purpose of the second phase is
to determine the system's
response time, since the time
available to avoid an accident is
marginal at best.
"The biggest challenge is
that the system must be
extremely responsive, 11 said
Oloufa.
The system is expected to
track the speed and direction of
vehicles on the road, and alert
them to possible collisions by
sending an audible and graphic
warning. The driver may then
respond by braking, thus avoiding the accident. This would be
useful in many driving situations.
"If the system is used, for
example if a driver is drunk or
has lost control of his vehicle,
the system will send a cautionary signal to those who· could

SECOND, Page~
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Students visit the trave&ng Vietnam wall located on campus April 20-22.
The wall gave students a chance to see the impad of the Vietnam conflid.

Vietnam -wall visits UCF
BECKI PANOFF
SI'AFF WRffER

A vital part of American history visited UCF April 20-22.
Located on the campus green by
student housing was a four-fifths
scale replica of the Vietnam wall,
brought to campus by the UCF
Student Veterans Association.
"A girl named Sandra
Pennington, who goes to UCF, her

parents are the ones who bring the
wall, and she approached me in the
office a year ago about it, and this
ye.ar as president I decided to do
it," said Karina Carlock, president
of the Student Veterans'
Association. ''It cost over $30,<XX>
to bring it, we did a few fundraisers but most of it was t1nuugb

donations and SGA contn"buted
SHORR, Page 9
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3.58/o over invoice on ne and. pre-owned vehicles
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$255 mo/39 mos:
Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote, Alcirm, &Much More!
*Leases are calculated with $0 total
down.

Includes 1st payment, 0 sec.

•

deposit, tags, title and license.

•

•

7 to Choose
*leases are calculated with $0 total
down. Includes 1st payment, 0 sec.
deposit, tags, title and license.

•

•

•

$239 mo/42 mos.*
7 to choose

•

*leases are calculated with $0 total

down. Includes 1st poyment, 0 sec.
deposit, togs 1 title and license.
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ARISTO.C RAT

•

VOLKSVVAGEN

4115S.HWV11-92 • 401-365-3300
M-F 9-9 • Sat 9-8 • Sun 11-6

•

Next to Flea World (Sanford)

*

Flea

•

World
-g
til ..,-7--9-2_ _...
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All payments+ tax, 42 months through Lender, 12,000 free miles per year except 2001 Jetta GL, for 39 months at 10,000 free miles per'year. leasee responsible
fo.- insurance. All leases w/approved credit. Excessive miles at 15¢ per mile at lease end. Total of payment on 2001 New Beetle GL, $10,038; 2001 Golf GL,
$ 0,038;
2001 Jetta GL, $9 1 945. Residual at buyout: 2001 New Beetle, $10,676.25; 2001.Golf Glr $8792.25; 2001 Jetta GL, $10, 177. No dealer
o C""' -it required. $250 termination fee. Offer ends April 31, 2001.
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Graduate Studies offers many benefits

•
•

•
•

DARCY ELENA
RODRIGUEZ

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

STAFF WRITER

Many students want to
graduate and go into the working world, tired of already
spending four long years in college, but for other students,
there is Graduate School.
Spending a couple more years
at a university can be even more
rewarding than those few four.
UCF's Graduate Studies
opened its doors in 1969 with a
masters program for Business
and Education. Several years

later, in 1980, the doctorate
program was implemented with
a doctorate in Computer
Science. Graduate Studies now
offers over 50 masters programs, 17 doctorate prograi.is,
15 certificate programs, three
specialist programs and there
are plans for more to come.
"We have 5,700 graduate
students," said Dr. Patricia J.
Bishop, Vice Provost and Dean
of Graduate Studies, "and in
terms of numbers of graduate
students, we have a very large
graduate school."
UCF's Graduate Studies is
composed primarily of UCF
alumni. According to Dr.
Bishop, 70 percent of UCF's
graduate students are from
UCF.
Students
desiring
to
become graduate students must
meet the minimum state set
requirements of having a 3.0
GPA or a 1000 on the verbal~
.

.

section of the GRE. Students of our students receive some ily income for an individual
with a Bachelor's degree is
should also take the GRE or sort of financial assistance."
One reason for the increase $91,075, while with a Master's
GMAT, depending upon the
program. Each college's gradu- in price is the advantage of hav- degree, the average goes to
ate program creates its own set ing smaller classes, one-on-one $104, 403. Families with a
of requirements !nd it is the work and assistance , and Doctorate degree . may find
program itself that decides r~search-oriented programs as themselves making $134,713.
acceptance.
well as professional programs.
Aside from the monetary
"It's much more research value, there is a great amount of
One of the biggest concerns of students is the cost of ori_ented so there is a great deal · knowledge that graduate stutuition for the graduate pro- more expens~:d.Jlvolved," said dents gain through one-on-one
gram. For the 20Q0-2001 year, br. Ben B. Morgan, Jr. , and smaller classes which can
the cost per credit for in-state Associate-<: Dean of ..Graduate _,. npt be -5:ttt~ihed with auditoriwas $124.61, whil~·_ the under- ~tudies of t~~.-cpst oi::ir'acittat~--~ ·~~s full~ ~t)tudents when
attaining a.bachelor's degree.
graduate cost - per~ ~dit .was school. ...._ , -~· · :;-: · __ ·.
"Having a graduate degree
$51.79, not inciudtnl_;.,tb.~ ~-ari . "" ·~ · JE.cmrrse·s are -tnor~""ci?~- ····
ous fees. However, Graduate Qlls .and the workload is tougher gives you a whole lot more
Studies offers financial assis- than with undergraduate pr9- opportunity and flexibilities in
tance including assistantships, grams. For this reason, full- your ultimate job responsibilifellowships, loans and tuition time is only 9 credit hours as ties," said Dr. Bishop, "the payopposed to the undergraduate off i·s tremendous."
support.
"In terms of applying to a 12 credit hours.
Applying is simple and has
After spending two more never been easier with the ongraduate program, the most
important thing is to apply early years in a g?aauate program, line application. More informaenough to be considered for graduates can reap the benefits tion is available online on the
financial assistance," said Dr. of their hard work. According UCF Graduate Studies web site
Bishop, "and in fact two-thirds to Dr. Morgan, the average fam- at http://www.graduate.ucf.edu.

Second phase io test larger number of vehicles
FROM PAGE

1

crash into him," said Oloufa.
In addition to such safety
features as these, the system

may in the future be able to
automatically apply the vehicle's brakes, stopping the vehicle more quickly than human
reflexes could, though the actu-

al length of road it would take
the car to stop would still be
contingent upon the conditions
of the road and the vehicle's
brakes. While it may seem that

•

Congratulations·!
•

.

2001-2002 Textbook
Scholarship Winners

e

College of Arts & Sciences
Dolores Edelen
Alexia Heller

•

College of Business
Kimberly Watts
Susan Guttier
College of Education
Jennifer Blair
Sarah Patton

•

College of Engineering
Marshall Blessing
Hassan Abdelwahad
College of Health & Public Affairs
Surelys Gakeno
Yadira De Jesus

Award Ceremony April 30, 2001
@ lO:OOAM
in Your Bookstore Cafe

this would lead to pile-ups and
fender benders from people ·
rear-ending the car in front of
them, Oloufa is confident that
the system would stop all of
the cars that
were in danger of colliding with another car.
While the system sounds
promising, it is not flawless.
"The only issue is that perhaps
drivers will rely too much on
the system," said Oloufa.
Drivers could become dependent on the system and cease
being alert while .driving,
assuming that they will be
warned if they are about to hit
something.
Also, since the GPU's that
are of high enough quality are
very expensive, it will bring
the cost of new cars up about a
thousand dollars, though
Oloufa draws a parallel to
computer prices, and fully
expects this price to decline
once the GPU's become more
common.
There is also the issue of
the invasion of the privacy of
the driver. Oloufa said that
this could be circumvented by
using a number to track vehicles which does not correspond to the license plate
number of the vehicle, and
which cannot be traced to a
certain license plate, thereby
protecting the privacy of the

driver. Like· many other innovations, the system does have
the potential for abuse.
The versatility of the
hardware infrastructure of the
system will make it extremely
useful to all drivers on the
road. The system will also be
able to find local restaurants
and gas stations, and possibly
even alert the Emergency
Medical System that an airbag
has deployed, indicating a
possible accident.
Also, the system will be
especially useful in the railroad industry. '.'Trains using
the system will be especially
safe because railroad tracks
are less common than roads,
so it's easier to apply automatic breaks and warn drivers. It
has immediate implementation possibility," said Oloufa.
The same principle can be
applied to boats, though since
the ocean is so large, it would
be a difficult principle and
may be applied only in ports
until the technology increases.
Oloufa is in the process of
applying to CATSS for the
money for the second phase of
the project and thus cannot
predict when the project will
be completed, but he is confident in the system's effectiveness.

Remember to contin
reading The Future
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UCF showing a 36 percent
•
•
increase
1n
summer courses

MICHAEL ROBBINS
STAFF WRITER

Some courses
offered at local
community colleges
in association with
university
In an expansion of the
University of Central Florida's
resources, 238 summer courses will be offered in association with various community
colleges across the central
Florida area, a 36 percent
increase over the original 175
courses offered last semester
away from the main campus.
This increase in courses,
which will be seen when

..

courses begin on May 8, was
meant to give more convenience to the students who go
to UCF in different counties.
These new courses, offered
from the Colleges of Arts and
Science,
Engineering,
Education and Health and
Public Administration, are
being seen in both the campuses in Brevard and Daytona as .
well as in the community colleges in eleven other counties
that work in association with
UCF.
"The campuses and sites
beyond the main Orlando campus are critical to UCF's
growth in size and quality in
the years ahead," said Jack
Rollins, the chief executive
officer in charge of UCF's
regional campuses in a recent
press release. "As UCF creates
additional educational opportunities at both undergraduate
and graduate-levels in partnership with community colleges
across our 11-county service
area, we need to be mindful
that the effort doesn't slacken
just because summer arrives."
The bulk of the increases

will be seen in Volusia and
Brevard County. Thirty-nfne
new courses wtll be seen in
these counties in Daytona
Beach Community College
and Brevard Community
College. Brevard will see a 25
percent increase from their
original
numbers,
while
Volusia will have a 30 percent
increase from their original
course offerings.
In addition to Volusia and
Brevard, UCF will offer another 24 courses in their other
associations with various community
colleges.
The
Community
Colleges
qf ~
Citrus, Lake, Marion, Osceola,
Seminole and West Orange
County will show an additional 83 percent in their total
courses offered over the summer.
The new courses will be
available to students registering in the summer. This
increase is reported to be the
most ever offered in these
areas, and it is the hope of
those administering the change
that it will help to increase
UCF's total prestige.

Used
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Texbooks,

Old Exams & More .... !

~ . University Auctions
~ Attention all Students, Professors,

And University employees! Finally, a place
where you can kick back, chat, and auction
all your used textbooks, old exam's, CD's
and more! and, ... best of all it's totally FREE!

START LISTING TODAY!
http://www.weeeh.com
~

Rockin' on Campus
~~--------------~-----------:=
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U-Lock-lt
. Self Storage
~·

Iver lalt Like 8toriDg Your lntire family?

PHOTOS BY HALEY CABRERA

(Above) Undsay Cox with O·Rock
promotions handing out O·Rock t·
shirts. O·Radc, 105.9 FM, was an
campus Apn118 in front of the
Student Union.

(Right) Nancy CaUahan, with O·Rock
promotions, helps hand out I-shirts
and stickers. The promotion was held
in conjundion with O·Rock and the
·
Army.
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We, Dennis Sprenkle, Christine Korie,·
Marco Pena and the Student Government
As3ociation, committed to making our
campaign platform our "to-do list'' in
service to YOU~ the UCF Student. Now, a
year later, we're here to check off that
list ...
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•
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•

•
•

•
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0Reaching out to new students at summer
Orientations
,0Summer Welcome Back Expo
0"The Meeting" Diversity Event
~Initiation of Scholarship Committee And Implementation of Scholarships
0Fall Club Rush
0Multi-Cultural Dance Extravaganza
0"Medieval Charge" Pep Rally
0Bike Auction
0Increased communication and accountability with Branch Campuses
00n-line voting
0Updated website to be user-friendly
0Improved relationships with campus
agencies
0Spring Athletics Promotion & Baseball
Pep Rally
0MidKnight Breakfast during Finals
0Wet N'Wild Spring Fling
0Delegation to Washington D.C.
,.
0Legislative Lobbying Breakfast in Tallahassee
·· . .
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Career fairs: Are they as beneficial as you think?
AMY PAVUK
STAFF WRITER

Interviews aren't the only time
students need to be well dressed,
confident, prepared and concerned
about making a good first impression. The first time could actually
occur before an interview is even
scheduled.
Career fairs can cause stu'."
dents to boost or lose their chances
of even getting an interview with a
potential employer in a matter of
seconds.
Luann Clark is a conununications coordinator and helps recruit
interns for Orlando Sentinel
Communications. "Career fairs
provide students with the opportunity to practice presentation skills
and make a solid impression," she
PHOTO BY ALEX RoMANIUK
said.
The
Education
Fair
was
held
April
18
in
the
Pegasus
Ballroom
in
the
Student
Union.
Fairs
such
as
this help
These events can be very benundergraduates
find
iobs
and
make
<onlads.
eficial if you know how to impress
the recruiter. ''We look for confi- some even bring portfolios."
Some students will even change career you're interested in," she
dence, brevity, clarity and personal
The recruiter listed problems clothes in the parking lot, before said. Students need to be honest
appearance," Clark explained.
she sees when recruiting at UCF they come in."
about their career even if they don't
However, she agreed with career fairs:
Resumes are a must. ''Don't know specifics. "If you aren't sure
other interviewed recruiters that •Students aren't dressed appropri- even come to a career fair with what job you want, tell the recruiter
many UCF students aren't pre- ately.
plans to speak to a recruiter with- what your major is and what your
pared when they attend career •Students don't bring resumes or
out a resume," she said. Without interests are, and tell them you are
fairs.
portfolios.
resumes,.recruiters get an immedi- still looking into all the options for
'1'm still trying to figure out •Students don't know what they
ate impression that the student is that major."
why other school's students are are looking for.
unprepared.
Tips for speaking with
better prepared than UCF's," a pro"Students need to dress for the
Students need to know what recruiters at career fairs:
fessional recruiter said. "Students job they want to get," the recruiter they are looking for. "Excluding • Find out what companies will
from FSU are marvelous. They are said. ''Dress appropriately in the first-year students, you need to attend and research exactly what
well dressed, bring resumes and morning, before you go to school. have at least an idea of what type of their business does.

• Review a list of open positions
before speaking with the recruiter.
• Introduce yourself first, and tell
the recruiter your major and the
specific job you are interested in.
• Know what hours and days you
are available to work.
• Know your salary requirements
ahead of time.
Attending a career fair can be
just as important as an interview.
Even if students don't receive a call
back from a recruiter or get an
interview, attending career fairs
have many benefits.
Ron Nebgen works at UCF's
Career Resource Center and suggests all students attend these fairs.
"Career fairs are like supermarkets," he said. '1f students are
thinking about finding a career or
internship, they can casually
'shop."'
The face-time is very important, Nebgen said. "Ask the
recruiter specifically who to ·Contact in the company." Students
should immediately call the
employee and tell them they spoke
with the recruiter at the job fair.
'"This is much more important than
a cold-call."
Even if students aren't qualified for immediate positions,
career fairs are a great way to make
contacts. The recruiters can tell the
students about the company, who
to speak with and general f:!ps for
their career choice.

This way to the Future .... 21st century careers
begin with graduate study at UCF

l '

Graduate
Studies
Offering more than
80 master's and
doctoral programs

apply Online
www.graduate.ucf.edu
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•
•
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-Part 2 in a Summer Travel series-

FiVe more vacations for $500 and under
CASEY MCCORKLE
STAFF WRITER

•
•

•

•
•
•

•

Las Vegas
Hey baby let's go to Vegas! A
major plus about a Vegas vacation ... cheap. Thirty dollars can get
travelers a hotel room, $20 a car
rental, and plane fares vary but can
be purchased for as low as $100.
The city that never sleeps? Not if
you unless want it to, casinos are
non-stop action. Tourists can see all
of Vegas from the Stratosphere,
almost 1150 feet above ground
level, with a roller coaster on top.
Caesar's Palace is a famous Vegas
icon, much like Wayne Newton; his
shows can be pricey, but well worth
the experience. The strip is home to
famous and extravagant hotels, but
anyone can play and college students will love the nick~l slot
options Vegas provides. Cheap
food, cheap entertainment. But
don't forget there are also famous
landmarks such as Hoover Dam or
the Grand Canyon. Crime is prevalent so store money and valuables
in safe places.
The Florida Keys
Home Sweet Home, have a
cheeseburger in paradise! Not yet
ready to leave the state? Home of
Coral Reefs, Jimmy Buffet and Key

Lime Pie, the Florida Keys are a
great alternative to other farther and
unknown destinations of the U.S.
Rest and relaxation for thr5e that
need it, a fun .and exciting atmosphere for those who want to work
off some stress; the keys will satisfy any vacationers needs.
Professionals will take groups snorkeling on the coral reef for a minimal price. Visitors can see the
famous
writer,
Ernest
Hemingway's house between sunning themselves on white sandy
beaches and visiting local shops .
and bars. Hotel rooms can be
affordable, and many bed & breakfast offer unique alternatives to the
traditional "Holiday Inn" experience.
Memphis
Hardcore Elvis fan? Tour the
great estate of Graceland for a platinum package priced at around $20.
This will include shuttling to and
from sites such as the Mansion, the
car museum, the 'sincerely Elvis'
museum and Elvis's personal airplane collection. Admirers of blues
music may wish to visit Beale
Street, a fun atmosphere with live
entertairiment and no cover charge.
Restaurants include B.B. King's
Cafe, the Rum Boogie Cafe as well
as the King's Palace Cafe. In the

•
•

•

mood for some shopping? The
Memphis mall is complete with an
indoor ice skating rink. See the.
Peabody hotel where parts of John
Grisham's novel The Finn was
filmed. Vacationers can go to Mud
Island for -concerts and also The
Pyramid where all the new concerts
and events are held, including
WWF events. But be careful, as
with many tourist attractions, crime
has been a notable problem in this
city.

Savannah
The Garden of the Good and
Historical! Travelers should first
stop off at Savannah's Visitor
Center which is located downtown
Nashville
at 301 Martin Luther King Jr.
. City of Country Music! For Boulevard, 912-944-0455. One of
those not quite convinced the King Savannah's claims to fame are the
is still alive, Nashville is just three four forts traced back to the Civil
hours away. Famed country music and Spanish-American Wars.
stars perform at the Grand Ole Definitely make time to see Fort
Opry on the weekends. Stars McAllister, built between 1861include Vince Gill, Lorrie Morgan, 1862; it has a 1.3-rnile hiking trail,
Brad Paisly and Martina McBride. a dock, fishing, and picnic areas.
Stop by the historical Ryman Water Attractions include riverboat
Auditorium, and The Country cruises, Tybee's famous lighthouse,
Music Hall of Fame and Museum. Tybee Island's Marine Science
Opryland Hotel is expensive, but at Center and the University of
least worth a look. Make it a point Georgia Aquarium Visitors don't
to see The Parthenon, as well as the have to wear their Sunday best to
Hermitage-home
of
former see some of America's oldest and
President, Andrew Jackson. Take historic churches, built as early as
time to see the Nashville Speedway the 1700's. It was at the Second
· and the State Zoo. Vanderbuilt _ African Baptist Church where citiUniversity, the prestigious college, zens first heard The Emancipation
is nearby, along with the new Proclamation rrom
General
Tennessee Titans football stadium. Sherman and Martin Luther King's

LONGWOOD HWY 17-92 & HWY 434407-379-0080
WEST ORLANDO NORTH LANE & PINE HILLS RD

CHEAP GUYS

"I Have a Dream" speech before he
later gave it in Washington DC.
Completely saturated with culture,
Savannah is home to many great
historical sites such as museums, a
symphony, and theatre company.
The riverfront offers a unique
atmosphere with shopping and
restaurants. See locations of movies
such as Forrest Gump, The Legend
of Bagger Vance, and Midnight in
the Garden of Good and Evil. Not
afraid of ghosts? Take the Savannah
candlelight ghost walking tour and
see famous historical homes
rumored to be haunted.
Having problems finding
transportation to your great vacation destinations? Amtrak has a
valuable deal 1-2-free, offering
your first ticket at regular price, the
second for half, and the third freeanywhere in the continental U.S.
Their web site, www.amtrak.com,
can be accessed for further details.
But if a train isn't your idea of travel, try car rental agencies. Most car
rentals will run about $25-30 a day
for a small compact car, but
remember to look around and find
the most reasonable prices. The
same goes for hotel rooms and airfare.
Try not to carry large amounts
of cash or valuables, and always
lock your cars and hotel rooms.

OPEN
MON-SAT 10AM-9PM
SUN 11 AM- 6 PM
1-Sn-99-CHEAP

407-299-9943
SOUTH ORLANDOJOHN YOUNG & AMERICANA

COMPUTER~~

407-447-1429

WWW.CHEAPGUYS.COM LARGEST INDEPENDENT DEALER IN CENTRAL FLORIDA

AMO, INTEL & MICROSOFT CERTIFIED SYSTEM BUILDERS

•

Other hotspots include the Nascar
Cafe, Planet Hollywood, and The
Hard Rock Cafe. Take a stroll
downtown; find shops at Broadway
and Second avenue. The parking in
the city of Nashville might be an
annoyance, but UCF students
should be used to that!

CHEAP GUYS IS NOW OPEN@ 3 LOCATIONS
WHY BUY FROM THE CHEAP GUYS?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

•

THE FAMILY MASTER PLATINUM

WE CUSTOM BUILD SYSTEMS TO FIT YOUR BUDGET
WE DON'T MAKE YOU PAY FIRST AND THEN WAIT 2 WEEKS FOR YOUR SYSTEM
WE HAVE SYSTEMS IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE SALE
OUR SALES AND SERVICE DEPARTMENTS ARE OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
ALL SYSTEMS COME WIH LEGALLY LOADED OPERATING SYSTEMS. CD'S, AND
CERTIFICATES OF AUTHENTICITY ARE ALWAYS PROVIDED.
EVEN SPECIAL ORDERS ARE USUALLY COMPLETED WITHIN 72 HOURS
NO RUSH FEES
NO FUZZV MATH ON UPGRADES OR DOWNGRADES _OF SYSTEMS
NO BAIT & SWITCH TACTICS HERE
OVER $!1>0,000 IN INVENTORY TO SERVE ALL YOUR COMPUTER NEEDS

MIDT.OWER DELUXEATX CHASSIS, 300 WATI POWER SUPPLY, ECS K7VlA DELUXE SOCKET A
MAINBOARO, AMO ATHLON THUNDERBIRD 1000 CPuia MB PC133 MICRON SDRMI, 40 GB ULTRA
ATA-100 HARD DRIVE, 64 MB VOODOO 5 5500 DELUXE NQNTEGRATED AGP GRAPHICS CARD, 56K
V.90 HARDWARE BASE MODEM, KINGSTON 10/100 NIC, 30 SOUNDBLASTER COMPATIBLE SOUND,
MITSUMI FLOPPY, 8X4X32 CDRW, 12X DVD, DESIGNER KEYBOARD, MOUsei:Ai<ERS,WINDOWS ME
W/ CD, MEGA SOFTWARE BUNDLE,

ONLY .99.99

5% OFF ALLREGULAR& ADVERTISEDPRICES WITHTHIS AD &UCF STUDENT OR ALUMNI ID

THIS WEEK'S BLOWOUT SYSTEM SPECIALSlf.Jo LIMITED QUANTITES! NO BULL!

•

INTEL 600 MHZ SYSTEM
Includes' 15" COLOR

SVGA MONITOR cl
COLOR PRINTER

Intel Celeron 600MHz FCPGA CPU
64 MEGS of PG100 SDRAM (up to 256MB Max supported)
Bullt In Intel Direct 3D 2X AGP Video (Shared Memory)
56K V.90·Rockwell Chlpset Modem
Bullt In Crystal 3D PCI Sound
10 GIG IDE Hard Dive, 40x (MAX) CD ROM Drive
1.44MB Floppy , PS/2 Keyboard, PS/2 Mouse, Speakers
2 USB Port• 1 in front and 1 In back for easy access
Intel 810 Chipset microATX Motherboard
Audio In & Out I Game Port on front
il!111
One open 5.25" External Drive Bay
~
Two open PCI Slots, 1 Serial / 1 Parallel Port ce1eronWlndows 98 w/ Cd, Manual, & COA
·-·-=-

@

ONLY

$599.99No REBATES cl NOBULL
(WITHOUT MONITOR OR PRINTER 399. 99)
UPGRADETO 128 MB SDRAM, 20 GIG HARD

•

DRIVE, & 12X OVD FORONLY

•

.

·~

$99.99

THE COYOTE JR.
Includes 17"

COLOR SV6A MONITOR
COLOR PRINTER

THE FAMILY MASTER
a

AMO DURON 750 MHz CPU
128 MEGS of PG133 SDRAM (up to 1.5 GB Max supported)
32 MB Savage 4 Direct 3D 4X AGP Video
56K V.90 VOICE/DATA Mode"'10/100 NIC
Built In AC97 3D PCI Sound
20 GIG IDE Hard Drive, 50x (MAX) CD ROM Drive
1.44MB Floppy Drive, PS/2 Keyboard, PS/2 Mouse
Amplified Stereo Speakers
2 USB Ports
ECS K7VMA ATX Motherboard
Three open 5.25" External Drive Bay
Three open PCI Slot' 1 Serial/ 1 Parallel Po
Windows ME w/ Cd, Manual, & COA

ONLY

$799. 99 NO REBATES cl NO BULL
(WITHOUT MONITOR OR PRINTER 599. 99)
UP6RADETO TBIRI> 1000 MHZ CPlDNLY $119.9!
UPGRADETO 256 MB SORAM FORONLY $99.99

Includes 1r

COLOR SVGA MONITOR
COLOR PRINTER

a

POWERFUL AMD DURON 800 MHz CPU
128 MEGS of PG133 SDRAM (up to 1.5 GB Max supported)
32 MB Savage 4 Direct 30 4X AGP Video
56K V.90 VOICE/DATA Modem
Bull In AC97 3D PCI Sound, 10/100 NIC CARD
40 GIG IDE Hard Drive, 8X4X32 CDRW & 8X D¥11>M
1.44MB Floppy Drive, PS/2 Keyboard, PS/2 Mouse
Amplified Stereo Speakers, 2 USB Ports
ECS K7VMA ATX Motherboard
AMO~
TWO open 5.25" External Drive Bay
Windows ME w/ Cd, Mnual, & COA
MEGA SOFTWARE BUNDLE

ONLY

•

$999. 99 NO REBATES & NO BULL
(WITHOUT MONITOR OR PRINTER 799. 99)
UPGRADETO TBIRO 1000 MHZ CPI.ONLY $99.9~
UPGRADE TO 256 MB SORAM ONLY $99. 99

cusToM eu1Lo vouR NEW ~xsTEM oNq-~-·ArwvwV.cHEAPouvs:c9M
-_ -_ _-. ,, ..-- - - ------ -- ---- ---------- -- - --- -- -----· -.
_.._..._
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Urban Legend: Asbestos in tampons a proven myth ·

KATIE GIRAULO
STAFF WRITER

Other myths such
as roach eggs in
envelope glue is
false as well
In my attempt to perform
a grand, journalistic and indepth investigation on the
recent allegations of asbestos
being included in tampon
production, my plans were
promptly foiled. Thus, this
article takes a new shape.
When I started to
research, it became almost
immediately clear that tampons produced in the United
States have never had
asbestos as an ingredient.
Statements from the FDA
and several doctors and med-

ical "in-the-know" through- doctor, who told her nothing
out the country supported was wrong. Her tongue
began to get worse and pain
this.
I thought I'd check out accompanied the swelling.
the other host of Internet Upon her second doctor's
hoaxes, urban myths and leg- visit, the · physician took an
ends sailing around in cyber X-ray of the postal worker's
space to our happy little tongue and noticed a lump
desktops. You may have [hint: isn't a lump the same
heard of some of these inci- thing
as
swelling?].
dents on 'net lore'; they Apparently
the
doctor
include the very, very false to decides minor surgery is the
the
"unfortunately
just best option and cuts her
wrong" category. In any tongue. And .... gasp! What
case, always further investi- did the good doctor find? A
gate what you receive in that live roach crawled out.
inbox of yours ... the "inforThe legend explains that
mation age" doesn't alway~-'''there were roach eggs on the
mean the "right" informa- seal of the envelope ·and the
ti on!
egg was able to hatch inside
A,11 information for these of her tongue, because of her
myths was taken from Urban warm and moist saliva. Real
Legends and Folklore with word has it that this is entireDavid Emery at http://urban- ly impossible because roachlegends.miningco.com/scies don't lay eggs inside
enceturbanlegends/library/bl
things, they - okay, I'll spare
hoax.htm.
you the details. Anyway, this
is completely unfounded.

Sealed with a roach egg
This is got to be the
grossest I've heard all year.
This email story began ~rcu
lating in January 2000 and
goes something like this: a
California postal worker
licked an envelope and .cut
her tongue. After.a week she
noticed a swelling on her
tongue. She reported it to the

station. This legend maintains that a driver suffered
burns and his car was severely damaged when gasoline
fumes ignited an explosion
while he was using his cell
phone
by
the
pump.
Motorola, Ericsson, and
Nokia all apparently print
cautions in their user handbooks against using the
phones in gas stations, fuel
storage sites and chemical
factories. Just a word to the
wise ...

-News Briefs-

Around Campus
Take a break from studying
Student Government Association is hosting a Midnight Breakfast on April 25 from
10:30 p.m. to midnight The event will be held
in the Atrium of the Student Union, room 199.

Have problem, will fix
UCF
"Problem
Solvers"
meet
Wednesday, April 25, 11:30 am.-1 p.m. in the
Student Union Cape Florida Ballroom.
"Problem Solvers" is a program that gives the
university community an outlet for problem
solving.
To submit topics
e-mail
msweeney@mail.ucf.edu.

Afghan women's rights

This goes to show'that
Summer camps from UCF sports
even a legitimate attempt to
Soccer
help can get out of hand and
UCF Women's Soccer is hosting four
misguided on the net. This eweeks of soccer camps for girls. Day camp for
mail petition for Afghan
ages 6-14 is June 4-8; resident camps for ages
Women's Rights began sev10-18 are June 10-14, June 24-28 and July 22eral years ago and has gar26. Call (407) 823-6611 or (407) 823-5819 for
nered much success if you
more details.
only look at the numbers. It
Golf
has been sent millions of I
Head women's golf coach/LPGA teachtimes, to millions of different
ing professional Jill Fjelstul conducts summer
people. Trouble is, the I golf camps for boys and girls on June 4-7,
address is no longer valid
_Cellular explosions
June 17-20 and July 8-11. E-mail
because
the person receiving
This legend still has yet
jfjelstu@mail.ucf.edu or call (407) 823-6448
to be proven false, so be all the final mail was never
for details.
careful all you gabbers out prepared to be the recipient,
Volleyball
there: mobile phones can and now any mail going to
Meg Colado, Head \Yomen's Volleyball
produce sparks that. can be that address is deleted. This
Coach at UCF, will conduct volleyball camps
generated by the high-pow- was a noble effort gone awry. I for girls ages 10-18 this summer.
ered battery inside the . Hopefully the efforts will be
For a free brochure and additional inforphone. For obvious reasons, redirected to an end that is. I mation call Juliana Lima at (407) 823-3255 or
sparks are a no-no in a gas helpful.
emailjlima@mail.ucf.edu.
1

1

Our exciting new Campus Crossroads dining program
focuses on foods being cooked hot and fresh while you watch.
There is something for every taste ... from fast and iuicy to
crisp and healthy vegetarian. We are cooking what you' re craving.

Monday - Friday
Monday - Thursday

Monday - Friday

Saturda~

- Sunday

May 8 • June 3:·
Lunch
11 :00 am - 2:00 pm
Dinner
5:00 pm - 6:30 pm
June 4 • July 30
Breakfast 7:30 am - 9:00 am
Continental 9:00 am - 10:00 am
Lunch
11 :00 am - 2:00 pm
Dinner
5:00 pm - 6:30 pm
Dinner
5:00 P'!' - 6:30 pm

•

UCF Dining

~cas

by Sodexho Marr-oH
mas.0730SOl•sodaxhom1rrloff.com

PLANS AVAILABLE MAY 8

Sign up by fax, mail or in person. Fax: 407-823-0053.
Mailing Address: Sodexho Marriott Services,
P.O. Box 168017, Orlando, Fl 32816. Stop by:
the Dining Service Office is located in the
Student Resource Center (Building 7, Room 109A),
adjacent to the South Parking Garage. Our office is directly
beside Campus Crossroads .. Ultimate Dining. For additional
information, please call

407-823-2651

The Black & Gold Plan (9 Meals Per Week)
Savings of up to 33% off Cash Door Price

$215.00 per six week session
(plus $12.90 tax)

The Pegasus Plan (5 Meals Per Week)
Savings of up to 13% off Cash Door Price

$165.00 per six week session
(plus $9.90 tax)

PLANS AVAILABLE JUNE 4

The Ultimate Plan (17 Meals Per Week)
Savings of up to 30% off Cash Door Price

$3 99 .00 per six week session
(plus $23.9.4 tax)
·

The Convenience Plan (12 Meals Per Week) $359 .00 per six week session
Savings of up to 18% off Cash Door Price
(plus $21.5.4 t~x)

WIN A MOUNTAIN BIKE di
to be Given Away June 22n

Sign UP N0

w to be Eligible!

•

April 25, 2001 • www.UCFfuture.cQm

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Shorr: This is healing to show that that time is over
1

say 'Wow, it's so big,"' said Shorr_
Some visitors had personal sigmoney for it"
nificance for visiting the memorial,
The traveling memorial has all
while some just visited because it was
58,220 names of service men and
accessible on campus.
women who died while serving in the
Pritchard pointed out the place
Vietnam conflict The exhibit on
where his name could have been on
campus featured the wall, along with
the wall and said; ''I like to come back
artwork and information on the
and review the Christmas bombings
Vietnam conflict, and attracted stupanel to look for names I might have
dents, faculty and members of the
missed before. I like to come back to
community.
just make contact again, because it
''I always like to come and see
was a big, important effort that's disthe memorial;' said Harley Pritchard,
played on these walls, a lot of people
a Vietnam veteran who brought his
PHOTO BY JASON KOKOTOJ'F
say that it wasn't worthwhile but it
son with him to visit the wall. ''I was ''It's a very important thing, students really was, it was part of the third
involved in the effort for a certain today don't understand a lot of it, and world war - the cold war."
amount of time, and I come back and that's a good thing, because they
''I just wanted to see it, I am a
look at some names of some people. don't have to be part of it, the people military veteran;' said Officer Tony
I was in B-52 operations and did four • who have come before of course have Chronistel of the UCF Police
different tours over there and got given them the rights and the abilities Department
some guys back there that were in to do what they have today."
Organiz.ers put a great deal of
one of my crews."
Students were able to visit the time and effort into the planning of
''I'm really glad that they came memorial on campus.
the event, said Carlock.
out here, that they could do this,
'~ctually I came out to study for
_ '1'm worn out and proud;' she
because a lot of people can't go to finals, but on the way here I saw that said. ''I'm emotionally exhausted, it's
D.C. to see it, and until you really see it was up and displayed at UCF and just really highly emotional to be
it you don't get the power of it," said thought I would just come out and here. I thank everyone who helped
Alissa Mandolana, who read about remember who fought for our coun- me out with this."
the event in a newspaper.
try," said student Chris Girard.
''We have had a lot of students
The wall is one of four traveling "Events like this show young people out here and that's what the important
exhibits like it, and tours 45 weeks that there are more important things thing is;' Shorr said "It's a unique
out of the year. This was the first time than just partying, just that there is . opportunity -for students and young
that the exhibit was shown on a uni- more than just school going on."
people here to be out here. Of course
versity campus.
Other students couldn't believe when you think of universities and
''It was very important to me to how. big or how many names were the Vietnam war, you think of Kent
keep it as a student initiative ... we left listed on the memorial.
State or Berkley, all the protests and
it to the students as much as possible;'
''The enonnity of this to students all that, and this is also a bit of healing
said Scott Shorr of Veteran Affairs. is that so many of them come up and for that also, to say that time is over:'
FRoMPAGE

Partnership to expand
over the next three years
FKoMPAGE

1

"(The selection of the community groups) went very well,
we sat down in a meeting and
went over everything that had
been done since the fall," said Jan
Lloyd, associate director of
LEAD Scholars. ''The feedback
from the benefactors was that
they were very impressed."
The grants will be officially
~warded in a May 4 ceremony at
HCI headquarters.
Liberman said the interaction between college and high
school students was a success.
''The kids really loved the
program;' he said. ''They really
thought · that they had learned
something from it, and it wasn't
sitting in a classroom, memorizing text from a book. It was getting out in the community and
working with people."
This was the ~t year for
the program, which will expand
in the coming years. Next fall,
HCI will receive $125,000 from
an expanded number of benefactors, involving five local high
schools and three LEAD
Scholars classes, taught by
Liberman and professors Ed
Hampton and Mary Uhl-Bien.

Liberman's class will evaluate
the progress of the grants awarded this year. The following year,
the program will involve seven
high schools and HCI will have
$175,000 to work with.
Liberman said the program
is a good way for the LEAD
Scholars students to make themselves known.
"Here we have young people who are being educated at
UCF; many of them want to stay
in the Orlando area;• he said.
''They're establishing a network
of contacts right here while
they're in school, and I think
that's real benefit of the program."
Liberman added that programs like this one help to
improve UCF's reputation in the
Orlando business community.
''When we as faculty have
an opportunity to go out with the
people who live in this community and work with them in developing programs, the benefits to
this university just can't be calculated;' he said. "Just with this one
class, they have produced more
goodwill in the last eight months
than any student making all A:s in
coursework here at the university."

•

•

•
•

•
•

Something Free For YOU from
SftllE: Student Tohac:co RefOrm
Initiative Knowledge for Eternity

Visit our web site and fill out a su:rveyl
http://nosmoking.fsu.edu/strikehq/web/
welcome.cfm

•

_The UCF access code is UCF007.
1) Fill out ~e su~ey on-line
•

IF YOU THINK
ANIGHT IN AFOXHOLE
IS TOUGH, TRY
ALIFETIME IN ACUBICLE.
The U.S. Army offers 212 different career
opportunities in fields ranging from medicine,
construction and law enforcement to
accounting, engineering and intelligence.
You'lt be trained. Then you'll use those skills
from the first day on the job. It's a great
way to start moving in the direction you
want to go .

2) Print the completion confirmation scr~n
•

. . . . . . 3) Bring it to the Campus Wellness Center
(TR 617 Next to CREOL)

Find One of 212 Ways to Be ASoldier
at GOARMY.COM or call
1-800-USA-ARMY.

Contact your local recruiter.
•

And we'll help you find what's best for you.
Campas Wellaeaa Ceater
Vnlvenlty of Central

•

nortcla

•

Phone: 407-823-5841
Wellaeas@matl.11cf.ecl11

NATHAN HOLIC
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Phi Delta Theta wins national
scholarship
Chris Marrazzo of Phi Delta
Theta fraternity was awarded a
$300 scholarship thi~ week by the
fraternity's national Educational
Foundation. Phi Delta Theta
awards just six of these scholarships each year to assist members
from chapters across the nation
with
the
costs
of the
Undergraduate
Interfraternity
Institute (UIFI), a national leadership event for fraternity and sorority members. UIFI is a hands-on,
interactive
program-priding
itself as an "institute," not a conference-that has helped over
3,500 Greek students to become
better leaders since its inception in
1990, and will this year be held in
Indianapolis.
D& Huddleston inducted into
Order of Omega
Many times an honor is not
strictly reserved to its recipient
Such was the case on Tuesday,
April 17, when the UCF chapter
of Order of Omega was given the
honor of inducting Dr. Thomas
Huddleston, the university's Vice
President of Student Development
and Enrollment Services. Dr.

Huddleston is a member of the
Delta Tau Delta fraternity and was
actually the fraternity's former
National President; he was never
given the opportunity, however, to
become a part of the honor society
while an undergraduate.
The Order of Omega is a
national Greek honor society,
awarding membership to those
junior and senior students whose
college careers have been marked
with both academic success and
with campus leadership. In addition to Dr. Huddleston, the honor
society inducted 40 new students
this spring, from nine different
sororities and three different fraternities.
The honor society does more
than simply recognize these
Greek students. It also provides
all members with an opportunity
for thousands of dollars in scholarships, as former - Order of
Omega President Sara Levinson
learned earlier this spring, after
she won a $750 scholarship from
the national honor society.

dnag-deranged
promiscuous.

The

and/or
Los

Allgeles Mirror prin~d a
stery in l 9S9 that announced
tbal rock music •tigbteas, the
cow's glandtJlar system '8d
4deis milting,.. with a
'StAJlge headline · dt'at
daimed •Rock •a· ROil
Make$ COws T"tghten

Up.·

[tu ·i tiOn].
Qualify for an Army. ROTC nursing scholarship, and you'll
not only get hands-on clinical training, you'll develop leadership skills that can open doors for you throughout your career.
Stop by the Army ROTC department. we·11 take care of you.

ARMY ROIC Unlike· any other college coo.rse you can take.
For more information contact
MAJ Nick Codding~on (407) 823-5383.

Greek Potluck Dinner
Sigma Gamma Rho sorority
co-hosted the annu_al Greek
Potluck Dinner last Thursday at
the Delta Delta Delta sorority

............~..........--~---
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Didyou7
inow •In its early years. rock
and roll music was believed
to mate teenagers crazy,

you take car·e ' of the patients,
.- we'll help take care of the

COMPILED BY

BECKI PANOFF
STAFF WRITER

•

•

Quote of the week
"Man invented language
to satisfy his deep need ·to

complain."

Located in the UCF Student ·union serving:

-Lilly Tomlin, actress,
author and comedieMe

• Subs • Sandwiches • Baked Potatoes
• Salads • Hand-Cut fries
• Fresh-Squeezed lemonade

Born this week
April 2S,l918
Ella Fitzgerald, <irairimy
Award-wim,Ung singer
d: 1996

Starfish clo

April 26, 178S

have . John Audubon, omttbol9P.st.
artist d: llSt
lawn
flamingos out-

April !7, 1822
Ulysses Sianpson Grant, U.S.

number
real
ftamiap' in the United

President 4: 1885

States

April 28, 1926
Harper Lee {Nelle Harper),

The average women's'
handbag weighs between 3

author

and 5 pounds.

April 29, 1951
Dale Earnhardt, Champion
N ascar driver d: 2001

Peanuts are one of the
ingredients of dynamite.
The
house
where
Jefferson
wrote
the
Declaration of Independence
was replaced with a hamburger stand.

April 30, 1982
Kirsten Dun st, .actress
May 1, 1923
Joseph Heller, writer
d: 1999
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17" Gritted steak sandwich with small soda I
lor tea. (Sliced sirloin steak.
:
lprovolone cheese and grilled onions)
I
I
I
I
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17" Grilled steak sandwich with

I

.J
I
I

fries &I
lmedium soda. (Sliced sir(Qin steak.
lvolone cheese and grilled onions)
I
I
t
I
I
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I

: Need coupon for discount. No cash value. Not
I
good with any other discount.
1

: Need coupon for discount. No cash value. Not
I
good with any other discount.
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SMASHED POTATO
$3.99 ALL THE TIME

TEL # (407) 207 - 9000
HOURS : 10AM - 9PM

We accept the UCF Smart Cardi
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International Business Team
The 2001 International Business team
met with Mayor Glenda Hood on April
11 at City Hall Downtown. She represented a program that deals with many
talented students at UCF. The purpose
of the program is to create potential
leads and partnerships overseas with
various companies in Central Florida.
These students will be traveling to
Singapore, Hong Kong, Italy, Spain and
Australia.
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--------COMMUNICATIONS S T O R E S - - - - - - - ORLANDO
2914 E. Colonial Dr.
(aa~s from Fashion Square Mall)

407-894-5770

mos.

Orange Blossom Tral
(comer of OBT and Sand Lake Rd.)

407-851-9040
Fashion SQuaie Mall K'KlSk

(near food court)

ALTAMONTE SPRINGS
440 E. Altamoote Dr.

LAKELAND

LEESBURG

407-831-4664

Lakeland SqlQl'e Mall Kiosk
(ow food court)

Leesburg Square Mall Kiosk

Altamonte Springs Mall K'IOSk
(near food court)
OVIEDO
8155 Red Bug Lake Rd.
(across llom Oviedo Matk~)

941-859-2843
DAYTONA
2475 Intl. Speedway Blvd.
(Volusia Ave. ii the Home Depot
Shoppilg Center)

407-365-4949

407-851-9040

•

90~226-8000

-

AUTHORIZED RETAILERS -

KISSIMMEE
CellCity

(neai lood court)

407-51~1994

~

OCOEE
CellCity

Sat

407-877-1166
ORLANDO
The Beeper Outlet
407.J81·909I
rm Class Convruaioos
407...:38-8990

M-F

Sun.

!r-8
t<>-6
12-5

~

Open Regtiar Mal Hoors

MELBOURNE
1406 W New Ha'/81 Ave.
(just east of Melbolrne Sqtwe MaH on
Rt 192)
321-984-0320

Freddy's Beepers &Cellular

407-426-9507
International Celular

407-599-6222
OuantekCeliilar
407-522·9292
Secuily Wodd
407-895-5700
Sv!le!Tel

-- - ----- -- --

--- -- - . - - -- -. - - --- - - -
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Greek Awards
The annual Greek Awards
ceremony - sponsored by UCF's
Interfratemity
Council
and
Panhellenic Council - concluded
last Monday with reassuring
results for the school's growing
Greek community. Beta Theta Pi
walked away from the awards ceremony with two of the most coveted awards, Chapter Excellence
and Chapter Programming, a sig~
nificant achievement as the fraternity was founded as the seventeenth fraternity at UCF only a
year ago. Six fraternities and four
sororities were awarded the
Chapter Excellence award, meeting all criteria for the awards ceremony.
The Greek community's
growth was also evident in several
individual awards: Tau Kappa
Epsilon, a traditionally smaller fraternity at UCF, won the Chapter
Programming
Honorable
Mention, and brother Ryan Vescio
won an award for Outstanding
Leadership by an lndividua! (fraternity). Vescio was presented with
an honorary chicken-on-a-stake by
his fellow fraternity brothers after
winning the award. Lyndsey
Lyons won the same award for
sororities, and she also represented
a newer organization, Chi Omega
sorority, which was founded at
UCF just years ago. Pi Kappa Phi
fraternity, founded at UCF just
three years ago; saw two of its
members win individual awards:
Peter
Bacopoulos
won
Outstanding New Member, and
Justin Pachota won Intramural
Athlete of the Year.
Though Greeks at UCF were
pleased to see so many new organizations so successful, many of
the. larger and more established
fraternities and sororities continued to show their success, as well.
Sigma Chi fraternity and Alpha
Delta Pi sorority both won the
Highest GPA awards, and Brian
Battles of Lambda Chi Alpha and
Anna Berger of Delta Delta Delta
won the Greek Campus Leader
awards.

407-736-1288
Te!Net of Orlando
407·294-1234

Subject to terms of Cellular Service Agreement and Price Plans. Credit approval required. $175 early termination fee. CDMA Web Enabled phone required. All calls subject to taxes, tolls and other charges.
Available where compatible digital ser•ice is provided. Two-way messaging requires a two-way capable wireless phone. Phone must be purchased separately. ©2001 Verizon Wireless
.. ----- -..- --·
- ... -.. ._...,_ . - .

'""--- --- --- - -
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house. Sigma Gamma Rho
belongs to the National Pan
Hellenic Council (NPHC), which
comprises of seven historically
African-American Greek-lettered
organizations the University of
Central Florida. Each year Sigma
Gamma Rho hosts this diversity
dinner to facilitate discussion
between organizations about dif' ferences m culture, tradition and
'I
structure. The dinner served as an
opportunity for all fraternities and
sororities to sit together and dispel
stereotypes about their own organizations, while learning a great
deal about each other and about
the different fraternities and sororities at UCF.

•

•

Annual Greek
Awards given

For a list of both individual
and chapter award winners, log on
to www.UCFfuture.com.

It's time to walk down the aisle
JOSHUA MURDOCK
STAFF WRITER

No, I'm not getting married- it's graduation time o~
course. After four years of
working my butt off, I'm actually graduating on time. It's
hard to believe at U Can't
Finish. I'm going to complete
my bachelor's degree and
minor with exactly 120 hours
and graduate exactly four years
from my high school graduation. Amazing. I think h's totally amazing sometimes.
This week will be my last
classes as an undergraduate, my
last finals as an undergraduate,
and the last time I pick up girls
as a:n undergraduate. No, this is
not my last time to be at UCF.
I'm coming back for more in
the fall. I know, a crazy thought

straightened-out before graduation. Then comes the spending
of tons of your own - money.
Time to order a class ring,
$500. Time to order graduation
announcement, $50. Time to
order a cap and gown, $45.
Time to buy the stamps to send
out the announcement, an arm
and a leg. As you can see, the
amount just keeps on j~mping.
Another key element to any
good graduation is the afterparty. Yeah, a ton of planning,
preparation, and fun goes into
this element. The hardest thing
is that you will invite everyone
and their secong cousin. Make
sure you send out invitations
through email, regular mail and
handing out. This will not only
save you money, but time too.
Make sure they know to RSVP,
because without it you'll never

to be done with school and
want more.
I feel it's the time to go
after my master's degree before
I totally hit the real world and
don't look back.
Yes, I feel like a heavy
weight has been lifted, since
I'm graduating soon. ~oming
back for more is crazy but the
smart thing to do in our world
these days . I want the ability to
have any job I want and a master's degree will give me that
edge. Wow! 'I'm graduating' is
going through my head, over
and over again.
Graduation isn't all just fun
and games. There are a lot of
things to do to prepare for the
big day. First, it all starts with
the grad check, which could
mean trying to get all kinds of
things UCF screwed up

GRAY

PHOTO BY ADAM SHIVER

know how many people might
come. A mixture of friends and
family friends could be weird,
but always let your friends
know they can come later and
stay later. Because, who doesn't want to get wasted on that

MATTERS

special night? Party-on dude.
Now that you know some
of the key elements to a graduation you can be better prepared when it's you turn. Good
luck to everyone and their
endeavors.

Ranting and Raving

Relationships, lottery: Don't Parking problems
plan your life around either
CHRIS HALE
STAFF WRITER

CHRIS ZAPATIER
STAFF WRITER

There is a new spring in my
step. Each tomorrow suddenly
has the potential to become a
memorable one. The clouds of
cynicism that obscure my perspectives have momentarily dispersed~

What has happened? I have
met someone who displays
impressive girlfriend potential
and things seem to be going well
between us.
rn \confess that I am happier now than I was before. But
with or without her in it, my life
will go on. I consider self-sufficiency to be an admirable trait.
Co-dependency is not an
attribute I care to possess. My
disposition will never be pegged
to what mood some hormonal
broad is in at the moment; and
my personal and professional
aspirations will never be understudies for my marriage. I refuse

·----·

emotionally immature defensive
mechanisms of complete silence
and a stoic facial expression. I
believe that by sharing my
thoughts and feelings liberally
despite her failure to reciprocate
- I skewed the balance of power
between us which led her to
develop the erroneous notion
that she had been upgraded from
a luxury in my life to a necessity.
Despite these romantic misfires and countle~<\, untold others, I have managed to avoid fervent
nihilism
towards
male/female relations. I have
done so by placing their importance in perspective, by remembering that from the womb to the
tomb we are alone, and our relationships are simply stops along
the way, not final destinations.
You should not plan your
future around meeting the perfect person anymore than you
would plan your retirement
around winning the lottery.
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SHOPPING CENTER
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On your nextS10.oo Dry Cleaning order.
This Certificate is good for Dry Cleaning services .')NLY and must be presented at the time of the incoming order.
One Gift Certificate per visit p(ease.
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It seems to me that for a
while now I have avoided writing about things that tick me off
because I was trying to be
"humorous." What a . load of
crap. I'm not funny when I
write. When I write I can't use
any flailing arm antics nor can I
animate my sense of humor so
other humans better interpret it.
When I write I'm serious, seriously pissed.·
Today I bring to you a subject that seems to have been
haunting the par~ng garages of
UCF for a while now, but people were just too scared to point
them out. This subject comes
along with another subject. It
seems that. there is a group of
people out there who think it's
funny to take the parking tickets off of a ticketed car· and
place them on theirs; thereby
avoiding having to buy a parking decal because they seem to
already have a ticket and there-

-------------....... ··--.. ...... ~.-.

I I

to spend the best years of my
life, like so many girls I have
known, waiting for a knight in
shining armor to appear and provide the sense of purpose their
existences lack because of low
self-esteem, absent spiritual and
intellectual enlightenment and
failure to love themselves. If you
are not happy with yourself you
will never be happy. ·
The second-to-last girl I
~ated was a religious zombie
who was retarded in her emotional and intellectual development. After bowing out of that
debacle after five hellish weeks
of abstinence, she stalked me for
several days.
The last girl I courted was
so full of hot air she could resurrect the Hindenberg with one
exhalation. From day to day her
attitude towards me vacillated
from a mild degree of excitement to complete indifference,
Any complement or confession
would cause her to enact the
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fore can't receive another.
My first shout goes out to
you mind blowing idiots. Do
you have any idea how frustrating it is to wait in line to pay
for a ticket and then find out
that you don't have to pay $30,
like you thought, but somewhere in the neighborhood of
$120 because you didn't know
you got the tickets? When it
comes around to registration
time, I almost expect to see that
I have an unpaid fee that I don'f
know about. I'll just avoid the
administration building and
head straight for the parking
services office. There is no way
better to ruin my day than finding out that I have to spend .,,
more on . something than I
thought.
· The second shout goes out
to the parking services office.
We seem to have a problem in
this school with people stealing
tickets. If you don't know what •
I'm talking about then you
NOTIFY, Page 15
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Depo-Provera is 99. 7% effective.
Some women using Depo-Provera do experience side effects. The
most common are irregular menstrual bleeding or spotting. Many
women stop having periods altogether after a few months and
some may experience a slight gain in weight. You should not use
Depo-Provera if you think you might'be pregnant, if you have had
unexplained periods, or if you have breast cancer, blood clots, liver
disease, or a history of stroke. Use may be associated with a
possible decrease in bone density. Depo-Provera doesn't protect
against HIV/AIDS or other sexually transmitted diseases.

Oepo-Provera is not only one of the most effective forms of
birth control available, it's also one of the most convenient
because you only have to think about it 4 times a year. And
because Depo-Provera is an injectable, there's nothing to
store or carry around-only you and your health care
professional have to know.

Make sure you're always as protected as possible against
pregnancy. To find out more about Depo-Provera and when
you can start using it, talk to your health care professional.

Talk to your health care professional to see if Depo-Provera' is right
for you.

See what Depo-Provera
is all about. Go to:
www.depo-p1ove1a .cor'v1

~

rnedroxyprogesterone acetate injectable suspension

13>irth con-trol ~cu -think a5out jus-t 4- -titvle.s a 'je.Br:
•Henshaw SK. Unintended pregnaocy in the United States. Fam Plann Perspect. 1998;30:24-29,46.
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Chinese Americans harassed during US-China standoff
FRANK

H. Wu

KNIGHT-RIDDER NEWSPAPERS

Like most everyone else, ChineseAmericans are relieved that the United States
and China have resolved the tensions arising
from the recent collision of an American
reconnaissance plane and a Chinese jet fighter.
But for Chinese-Americans, the crisis
isn't really over. Once again, we've been
reminded that conflict with Asia all too easily leads to anger toward Asian-Americans.
In numerous ugly incidents across the
nation, radio talk-show hosts blamed
Chinese-Americans for the actions of a forr.
eign power.
An Illinois deejay used an obscene
mock-Chinese name in repeatedly trying to
contact resident of New York City's
Chinatown. He also reportedly joked about
imprisoning Chinese-Americans in internment camps, according to the Springfield
ELIZABETH WEISHAN
THE BADGER HERALD

All over campus you can see
the signs that another year is drawing to a close. The freshmen look
panicked at the thought of having
another round of exams. The
sophomores are just now realizing
that maybe they should attend those
last few weeks of classes to make
sure they don't fail. The juniors look
depressed that they have another
year of this ahead of them. The
seniors, especially those seniors
completing their fifth or sixth years,
have that look of total apathy.
I am sure that many seniors
would agree that they would like to
stay in college forever if only it didn't cost so much. But with gradua-

(Ill.) State Journal-Register.
A Texas deejay suggested that ChineseAmericans be banned from attending baseball games, while another Texas deejay suggested boycotting Chinese restaurants,
according to the National Asian Pacific
American Legal Consortium.
Even in San Francisco, home to one of
the largest concentrations of ChineseAmericans in the country, a deejay called up
a Chinese restaurant and harassed the staff
while playing music from the hit movie
"Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon," according to the San Francisco Chronicle.
Even top journalists at the annual convention of the American Society of
~ '"' hnr:> • I
Newspaper Editors got mto the act as they
enjoyed a satirical skit featuring a Caucasian
performer in a black wig and thick glasses
gesturing wildly while saying, "ching chong
ching chong." According to the San
Francisco Chronicle, the organization's president, Tim "McGuire, editor of th~ Minneapolis

Star Tribune, refused to express regret when kids pull their eyes back into a slant.
The person who uses a racial epithet
contacted and said "of course" he laughed at
may do it rarely, but the person who is subthe skit
The skit and the deejays not only weren't jected to it hears it frequently. People in the
funny, they were injurious. Let me explain white majority may cavalierly say, "It's only a
little joke; lighten up and get over it." But for
why.
Frustration and even anger towa,rd China many members of minority groups, insensiand its co~unist government are under- tive remarks are part of a disturbing pattern
standable. But these emotions should not be confirming that they cannot escape being sinmisdirected at Chinese-Americans as if we gled out on a racial basis.
However much we have tried to become
were the enemy.
Some Chinese residents of the United part of American culture, we remain perpetuStates are foreign-born and haven't yet been al foreigners. When we protest mistreatment,
naturalized as citizens. But others have never . our patriotism is doubted. "Why are you on
visi.ted China and cannot speak Chinese; they China's side?" we are asked. "If you don't like
are linked to the country only through occa- it here, you can go back to where you came
from," we are told.
sionally eating dim sum.
Chinese-Americans love the United
Many Asian-Americans who grew up in
this country know what it is like to be called States. That is why we came and intend to
"chink," "jap" and "gook" on the school play- stay. But we ask our nation- and its citizens
ground. Even as adults, we are often made - to live up to its great .ideals of equality
fun of by children, with chants like "Chinese, rather than succumbing to guilt by racial
Japanese, dirty knees, what are these." as the . associati9n.

How to spot a graduating, senior
tion looming, the senior class is Aimless rearranging of lab supplies
finding it harder and harder to stay is a sure sign of senioritis.
3. •Seniors can often be found
focused.
In the spirit of National out at bars during the week, toastGeographic, I present ways to rec- ing t'O the fact that they have an
ognize a graduating senior.
exam the next day. Let's listen in on
1. Seniors can be recognized . a typi~al exchange between a gradby their lighter backPacks. Many uating senior and another student.
seniors have given up carrying all
of their books and notebooks with
Graduating senior to non-gradthem. Some have even converted to uating friend: "Hey what's going on
·the "one notebook is good enough tonight? Wanna go to the Plaza?"
Non-graduating friend: "It's
for all of my classes" style of learning.
Tuesday."
Graduating senior: "I know,
2. In smaller classes and labs,
seniors can often be recognized by that's when all the good drink spetheir listless posture and inability to cials happen!"
Non-graduating friend: "But I
rouse themselves to participation.

declining economy~
5. Graduating seniors are also
highly recognizable through their
unique speech patterns. They use an
unusual number of place names, for
example: "Well, I sure don't want to
stay in Wisconsin. I'm thinking
Portland, San Francisco, maybe
Seattle."
The uninitiated are usually left
to nod wisely as though they care
about these topics. ·
6. The graduating senior also
displays a highly developed ability
to justify his or her actions. Mottos
like "C's get degrees" and "Here we
go, two-point-0" are just some of
th~ ways graduating seniors justify
hanging out at the Terrace, skipping
classes and going to bars during the
week.

have an exam on Thursday."
Graduating senior: "I have one
tomorrow, but it's not stopping me."
Non-graduating friend: "No
thanks."
Graduating senior: "Wuss."
4. Over in engineering, graduating seniors have another distinguishing feature: the weirdly
formed grin of terror. This particular trait, while not unique to engineering students, does seem to be
more predominant in this species.
The cause seems to be the fear that
results from not yet having a job to
start immediately after graduation.
The grin of terror is particularly
easy to spot this year in light of the

•
medroxyprogesterone acetate injectable suspension
DEPO-PROVERA" Contraceptive Injection
(medroxyprogesterone acetate injectable suspension. USP)
This product is intended to prevent pregnancy. It does not protect against HIV
infection (AIDS) and other sexually transmitted diseases.
What is DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection is a form of birth control that is given as an
intramuscular injection (a shot) in the buttock or upper arm once every 3 months ( 13 weeks). To
continue your contraceptive protection. you must return for your next injection promptly at the
end of 3 .months ( 13 weeks). DEPO-PROVERA contains medroxyprogesterone acetate. a
, chemical similar to (but not the same as) the natural hormone progesterone. which is produced
by your ovaries during the second half of your menstrual cycle. DEPO-PROVERA acts by
preventing your egg cells from ripening. If an egg is not released from the ovanes during your
menstrual cycle. it cannot become fer:1lized by sperm and result in pregnancy. DEPO-PROVERA
also causes chan&es in the lining of your uterus that make it less likely for pregnancy to occur.
How effective 1s DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
The efficacy of DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection depends on following the
recommended dosage schedule exactly 'see "How often do I get my shot of DEPO-PROVERA
Contracept:Jve Injection?'). To make sure you are not pregnant when you first get DEPO·
PROVERA Contraceptive Injection, your first injection must be given ONLY during the first
5 days of a normal menstrual period; ONLY within the first 5 days after childbirth 1f not breastfeeding; and. if exclusively breast-feeding. ONLY at the sixth week after childbirth. It is a long·
term in1ectable contraceptive when administered at 3-month ( 1J:week) intervals. DEPOPROVERA Contraceptive Injection is over 99% effective. making it one of the most reliable
methods of birth control available. This means that the average annual pregnancy rate is less than
one for every I00 women who use DEPO-PROVERA. The effectiveness of most contraceptive
methods depends 1n part on how reliably each woman uses the method. The effectiveness of
DEPO-PROVERA depends only on the patient returning every 3 months (13 weeks) for her next
1n1ect1on. Your health-care provider will help you compare DEPO-f>ROVERA with other
contraceptive methods and give you the information you need in order to decide which
contraceptive method is the nght choice for you.
The following table shows the percent of women who got pregnant while using different kinds of
contraceptive methods. It gives both the lowest expected rate of pregnancy (the rate expected
1n women who use each method exactly as it should be used) and the typical rate of pregnancy
(which includes women who became pregnant because they forgot to use their birth control or
because they did not follow the directJons exactly).
Percent of Women Experiencing an Accidental Pregnancy
in the First Year of Continu()!.ls Use
•

Method
DEPO-PROVEAA
Implants (Norplant)
Female stenlization
Male sterihzatJon

Oral contraceptiVE! (p1il)
Combined
Progestogen only
IUD
Progestasert
Coooer T 380A
Condom (without spetmicide)
Diaphragm (with spemucide)
Cel"lllcal cap
Withdrawal
Pefiodic abstinence
Spermicide alone
Vag•nal Sponge
used before childbirth
used after childbirth
No methn<i
h111:e: Trussell et al. Obsrer Gynecol. 1990:76:558-567.
•From Norplant" package insert

Lowest
Expected

0.3
0.2•
0.2
0.1

'fyplcal
0.3
0.2•
0.4
0.15
3

0.1
05
3
2.0
0.8
2
6
6
4
1-9

3

12
18
18
18
20
21

6
9
85

18
28
85

~a1r..!~~n~~~~~s~ED~d-~£~~ ~:'=~f~e~~i~~iROVERA if you.have
anr. of the. following conditions:
• if you think you might be pregnant
• if)')Ur-any vaginal bleeding without a known reason

•
•
•
•
•

if you have had cancer of the breast
if you have had a stroke
if you have or have had blood clots (phlebitis) in your legs
if you have problems with your liver or liver disease
if you are allergic to DEPO-PROVERA (medroxyprogesterone acetate or any of it5 other
ingredients).
What other things should I consider before using DEPO-PROVERA
Contraceptive Injection?
You will have a physical examination before your doctor prescribes DEPO-PROVERA. It is
important to tell your health-care provider if you have any of the following
• a family history of breast cancer
• an abnormal mammogram (breast x-ray). fibrocystic breast disease. breast nodules or lumps, or
bleeding from your nipples
• kidney disease
• irregular or scanty menstrual periods
• high blood pressure
: :t~~e headaches
• epilepsy (convulsions or seizures)
• diabetes or a family history of diabetes
• a history ordepression
• if you are taking any prescription or over-the-counter medications
This product 1s intended to prevent pregnancy. It does not protect against
transmission of HIV (AIDS) and other sexually transmitted diseases such as
chlamydia, genital herpes, genital warts, gonorrhea, hepatitis B, and syphilis.
What if I want to become pregnant after using DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive
Injection?
Because DEPO-PROVERA is a long-acting birth control method, it takes some time after your last
injection for it5 effect to wear off. Based on the results from a large study done in the United States,
for women who stop using DEPO-PROVERA in order to become pregnant it is expec:ted that
about half of those who become pregnant will do so in about I0 months after their last injection;
about two thirds of those who become pregnant will do so in about 12 months; about 83% of
those who become pregnant will do so in about 15 months; and about 93% ofthose who become
~RcSnant will do so in about 18 months aftertheir last injection. The length of time you use DEPO-

.:ha~E~ ~enri;:~~f~;i~~ 1o~~R0VE~~~~~~~t~ea~jfctio~°-f using it
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most frequently by women who use DEPQ:PROVERA for
contraception is a cha.nge in their normal menstrual cycle. During the first year of using DEPOPROVERA. you might have one or more of the following changes: irregular or unpredictable
bleeding or spotting. an increase or decrease in menstrual bleeding. or no bleeding at all. Unusually
heavy or continuous bleeding. however. is not a usual effect of DEPO-PROVERA: and if this
happens, you should see your health-care provider right away. Wrth continued use of DEPO·
PROVERA. bleeding usually decreases, and many women stop having periods completely. In
clinical studies of DEPO-PROVERA. 55% of the women studied reported no menstrual bleeding
(amenormea) after I year of use, and 68% of the women studied reported no menstrual bleeding
after 2 years of use. The reason that your periods stop is because DEPO-PROVERA causes a
resting state in your ovaries. When your ovaries do not release an egg monthly, the regular
monthly growth of the lining of your uterus does not occur and. therefore. the bleeding that
comes with· your normal menstruation does not take place. When you stop using DEPOPROVERA your menstrual penod will usually. in time, return to it5 normal cycle.
2.Bone Mineml Changes
Use of DEPO-PRO\IERA may be associated with a decrease in the amount of mineral stored in
your bones. This could increase your risk of developing bone fractures. The rate of bone mineral
loss is greatest in the early years of DEPO-PROVERA use. but after that it begins to resemble the
normal rate of age-related bone mineral loss.
3.Cancer
Studies of women who have used different forms of contraception found that women who used
DEPO-PROVERA for contraception had no increased overall risk of developing cancer of the
breast. ovary, uterus. cervix, or liver. HD'Never. women under 35 years of age whose first exposure
to DEPO-PROVERA was within the previous 4 to 5 years may have a sl1£htly increased risk of
developing ~ast cancer similar to that seen with oral contraceptives. You should discuss this with
your health-care provider.
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is such an effective contraceptive method. the risk of accidental
p~cy for women who get their shots regularly (every 3 months [ 13 weeks]) 1s very IO'N.
While there have been reports of an increased risk of low birth weight and neonatal infant.death
or other health problems in infants conceived close to the time of lnJectlOn, such pfeKnancres are
uncommon. If you think you may have become pregnant while using DEPQ.PROVERA for
contraception, see your health-care provider as soon as possible.
5.AJlergic Reactions
Some women using DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection have reported severe and
potentially life-threatening allergic reactions known as anaphylaxis and anaphylactoid reactions.
S)'.!!lptoms include the sudden onset of hives or swelling and itching of the skin, breathing
difficulties. and a drop 1n blood pressure.
•

6.0r.herRisi<s
Women who use hormone-based contraceptives may have an increased risk of blood clots or
stroke. Also. if a contraceptive method fails. there is a possibility that the fertilized egg will begin
to develop outside of the uterus (ectopic pregnancy). While these events are rare. you should
tell your health-care provider if yau have any of the problems listed in the next section.
What symptoms may signal problems while using DEPO-PROVERA
Contraceptive Injection?
~~t~-~~~~~: provider immediately if any of these problems occur following an injection
• sharp chest pain, coughing up of blood. or sudden shortness of breath (indicating a possible clot
in the lung)
• sudden severe headache or vomiting, dizziness or faintini:. problems with your eyesight or
speech, weakness. or numbness in an arm or leg (1ndicatmg a possible stroke)
• severe pain or swelling in the calf (indicating a possible clot in the leg)
• unusually heavy vaginal bleeding
• severe pain or tenderness 1n the lower abdominal area
0
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Contraceptive Injection?
I .Weight Gain
You may experience a weight gain while you are using DEPO-PROVERA. About two thirds of
the women who used DEPO-PROVERA in clinical trials reported a weight gain of about 5 pounds
during the first year of use. You may continue to gain weight after the first year. Women 1n one
large study who used DEPO-PROVERA for 2 years gained an average total of 8.1 poundS over
those 2 years, or approximately 4 pounds per year. Women who continued for 4 years gained an
average total of 13.8 pounds over those 4 years. or approximately 3.5 pounds per year. Women
who continued for 6 years gained an average total of 16.5 pounds over those 6 years. or
approximate~ _2.75 pounds per year.
2.0r.her Side tf(ecrs
.
In a clinical study of over 3,900 women who used DEPO-PROVERA for up to 7 years. some
women reported the following effects that may or may not have been related to their use of
DEPO-PROVERA: Irregular menstrual bleeding, amenorrhea. headache. nervousness. abdominal
cramps. dizziness. weakness or fatigue. decreased sexual desire, leg cramps. nausea. vaginal
discharge or irritation. breast swelling and tenderness. bloating. swelling of the hands or feet
backache, depression, insomnia. acne. pelvic pain. no hair growth or excessive hair loss, rash, hot
flashes, and J01nt pain. Other problems were reported by very few of the women 1n the clinical
trials. but some of these could be serious. These include convulsions. jaundice .. urinary tract
infections, allergic reactJons. fainting. paralysis. osteoporosis. lack of return to fertility. deep vein
thrombosis. pulmonary embolus. breast cancer. or cervical cancer. If these or any other problems
occur during your use of DEPO-PROVERA. discuss them with your health-care provider.
Should any precautions be followed during use of DEPO-PROVERA
Contraceptive Injection?
I Missed Periods
During the time you are using DEPO-PROVERA for contraception, you may skip a period, or your
periods may stop completely. If you have been receiving your DEPO-PROVERA injections
regularly every 3 months (13 weeks). then you are probably not pregnant. However. if you think
~faJo~~t~;~et; fn~ri:a~:ee your health-care provider.
If ~u are scheduled for any laboratory tests. tell your health-care provider that you are using
gE~=~~g~~~ for contraception. Certain blood tests are affected by hormones such as

3.Drug lntemctions
Cytaaren (aminol!lutethimide) is. an anticancer drug that may significantly decrease the
effectiveness of DE'PO-PROVERA if the two drugs are g1Ven during the same time.

4.Nursmg Mother5
Although DEPO-PROVERA can be passed to the nursing infant in the breast milk. no harmful
effects have been found in these children. DEPO-PROVERA does not prevent the breasts from
producing milk. so it can be used by nursing mothers. However. to minimize the amount of
DEPO-PROVERA that is passed to the infant in the first weeks after birth. you should wait until
6 weeks after childbirth before you start using DEPO-PROVERA for contraception.
How often do I get my shot of DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
The recommended dose of DEPO-PROVERA is 150 mg every 3 months ( 13 weeks) given in a
single intramuscular injection in the buttock or upper arm. To make sure that you are not pregnant
at the time of the first injection. it is essential that the injection be given ONLY dunng the first
5 dar.; of a normal menstrual period. If used following the del~ of a child, the first injection of
DEPO-PROVERA MUST be grven within 5 days after childbirth if you are not breast-feeding or
6 weeks after childbirth if you are exclusively breast-feeding. If you wait longer than 3 months
( 13 weeks) between injections, or longer than 6 weeks after delivery. your health-care pl'OVlder
should determine that you are not pregnant before giving you your injection of DEPO-PROVERA.
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Egg beater weeks
AMY PAVUK
STAFF WRITER

This week is an egg beater
week. I call days and weeks
like these "egg beater" weeks
because of the indescribable
pounding that is going on in
my head. It feels like there are
beaters pounding on my head,
and it won't stop. It won't ~top
for at least a week, until exams
ar~ over, everything on my todo list has been checked off, all
my papers have been written,
and everything else that culminates at the end of a semester.
It's the over-overload of stress
that causes me to have egg
beater weeks.
A fine example: It's 1:30
a.m. and I just start to doze-off
when I realize I worded something incorrectly in a paper due
the next morning. Nothing serious, just a sentence that sounds
odd. Of course, I am journalism student so little things like
this are a big deal considering
the course. So what do I cJo? I
get up out of bed, turn the

·Buys you the Largest
To-Go Soda on Campus.
Enjoy aCoke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Lemonade, Mr. Pibb,
Birch Root Beer or aFresh Brewed Lipton Tea

So come visit Certified Loco's Pub &Grill!
Home ofthe Famous Buffalo Chicken Sandwich

~
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Phone

282-1900 ·Fax 282-1905 • In the UCF Student Union

Free Textboo.ks
Register to Win
Next semester's textbooks
by selling your old
textbooks at the
On-Campus Bookstore

Contest runs between
April 23-30, 2001

'

Bookstore ·
•

Your On-can1pus Store

DON'T FORGET!
•

lights on, tum the computer
back on, open the file, change
the sentence, and then I go
back to bed. But, do I have
sweet dreams? No, because
dates, names and theories are
running through my brain. I
think to myself, please stop!
Can't I just have some random
dream for once? But then I
remember I am having an egg
beater week and things aren't
that simple when stress is
involved.
I have since concluded,
amidst numerous egg beater
weeks, that there is no real
answer for stress. Not for the
average college student at least.
I've read the self-help articles,
tried to get more sleep, tried to
think "happy thoughts," which
I have to add is the dumbest
thing anyone ever tried to market, and does not work at all,
watched a funny movie, gotten
a massage, everything you can
think of. The stress, and the
never-ending pounding from
the egg beaters, won't go
away ... until graduation.

Cap and Gown Pick-up is April 23 thru 27

12 .

must be dense, I've been ranting on this subject for the past
paragraph. I'm wondering if
there's any way that you could
·notify students that they have a
parking ticket that they need to
pay .for. I understand that this
is a big undertaking for your
small staff, so how about getting together with the accounting office so you could get into
their database and send out

some mass emails or something for a "warning" system.
Thirdly, I'd like to screamat the people who stole my
car. I had a $I 00 plus parking
. decal on the window of that
car. Why you deemed it necessary to destroy that decal_will
be beyond my comprehension
for a long time. But if I ever
find you I swear I'm going to
use a bat and can of Epson's
salt to make you pay for your
crime.

Editorial Cartoons
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Diversity:A commodity in university recruiting
MARK SILVERMAN
THE BADGER HERALD

Am I similar enough to all
other white Jewish males of
similar age and economic background that we are interchangeable? Am I even Jewish any
more if I don't practice religion
or believe in a God? What
makes us alike, and what do
these attributes say about me? I
raise these questions in
response recent discussions
about campus diversity. More
generally, I ask them to get the
ball rolling about the topic of
diversity itself.
What does diversity really
mean, and when did it become
a commodity? It has been put
forward in recent years _as a
goal to be accomplished. I've
heard that it corrects imbalances
of
representation
between the population at large
and coveted positions in the
workforce and at selective educational institutions. I've heard
also that it is in my interest to
"fight" for diversity in order to
preserve the reputation of the
college I attend. Most recently,
I learned that my university
spends $25 million per year to
promote it.
My introductory example
was not meant to further any

argument - only to assert the
ambiguity of the concept of
"diversity." I hold strongly to
the belief that I am not obligated by my cultural background
to behave in a particular way.
Generalities and categories are
an abstraction that appeal naturally to our species. They save
us time and give us a common
denominator for communication.
Efficiency has become
increasingly in demand, often
compelling people to rely upon
gross . generalities at the
expense of recognizing important distinctions. I ask the reader to consider how much these
heuristics influence your perception of your peers.
At first, glance, it is natural
to take appearances into
account. Furthermore, it is natural to feel more comfortable in
the presence of others who we,
based on this first impression,
see as'riiore like ourselves. I'd
never try to reprimand these
primal instincts.
Rather, I implore the reader to acknowledge them as such
and take that next step to over1wme them. This is the same
process you engage in when
you don't vow to kill the guy
who cuts you off in traffic (was
it an accident?) or when you

forego sex until you can find
some decent protection (even
though it feels so good). It is
called secondary appraisal.
This is the means by which
long-term planning and the
society of mutual trust we
enjoy can exist. To the extent
that we are too lazy to use it,
we are responsible for the negative outcomes of such neglect.
Maybe my Mexican friends
I work with at home can safely
be considered a group; they all
speak Spanish, and three out of
four ride their bikes at least
seven miles to work each way
every day. It doesn't take long
to realize, however, that just
like everybody else, they are
unique individuals.
Arnulfo is trying to get into
the University of Mexico City,
and Fidel is content to spend
ten months a year in the United
States sending checks home to
his wife and kids. Pedro recently moved to my hometown
from Lima, Peru, and he always
teases me about how much
nicer his car is than my bike.
They come from different
cities in different countries and
- most importantly - laugh at
different things and seem to
have extremely varied levels of
comprehension. Show them to
proponents of diversity, and

it did, I would be disappointed.
I am more opposed to the ideology behind the practice than
the expense. I have been long
resigned to the reality of my
taxes being wasted - and
we're really talking about my
parents'
money,
anyway.
Enforcing diversity does not
alleviate any of the injustices
that may cause individuals to
be underrepresented at the UW,
except at the most superficial
level.
The fact that the greatest
effort goes towards unsuccessfully retaining people after they
are actively recruited further
demonstrates that any lack of
representation is due to people's performance, not outside
forces that need to be compensated for. If it is, these outside
forces were inferior education
before college, and this 'is the
injustice that needs to be
addressed.
Diversity in the context it
is popularly used refers lo
objectification of individuals
while providing a false moral
high ground from which reasopable attempts to help those
individuals can be shouted
down.
As for whites having "colorful" personalities themselves,
I wouldn't rule it out.

they are three Hispanic/Latinos
- any one is as good as another to meet a goal.
If I were to try to adjust my
friends to the national race
breakdown, for instance, I
would need to cut out some
"people of color" and replace
them with standard white people. I don't feel the need to do
that in order to get a "multicultural" experience, and neither
would I if ml: friends were
homogeneously white or any
other color.
Do my friends who are half
black and white or half Korean
and white cancel each other
out, or do they each give me a
half-point in the Asian and
African categories? Does the
Asian category include my
Indian friend, or does he go
into a special "South Asian"
pile? Do I need to be immersed
involuntarily in a colorful array
of people? Do I join them in the
summertime after hours of biking in the sun? Are the differences between us really only
skin-deep?
Should I even take the time
to consider this nonsense? The
university's fiscal policy would
have me think so . .Spending
money to "recruit" minority
individuals is not working but that's not the point. Even if

Versatility. Its a quality we all admire. Particularly in the

Orlando Sentinel
Senior Photographer

workplace. Because employees who can do many things
well enable their company to do the same. The fact that

What s the toughest part of
your job, Angela?

Seeing the pain and the challenges that many people have
to deal with in their daily lives.
But most of the stories have an
uplifting outcome.

the Orlando Sentinel has grown into Orlando Sentinel
Communications -

a multimedia company with Web

sites, a 24-hour cable news station, direct mail, database
marketing, and more -

is a testament to the diverse

talents of employees like Angela. An award-winning pho-

Because one story can touch so
many lives. So many lives. So
many people have opened their
hearts and shared their stories
with me. And their lives have
been changed because of their
generosity of our readers.
That must be gratifying.

It is. Thats my favorite part of
my job. To be able to share
these stories and help make
good things happen.

tographer, Angela has also done her share of diversifying
-

becoming an accomplished teacher, mentor, dancer

and more during her years with the Sentinel. And like
Angela, the Sentinel has many exciting plans for the
future. But we cant get there
without individual vision and versatility.

Maybe you have those qualities. And like Angela, you
As one of many long-term
employees, what do you think
keeps people here?

For one thing, its a very open
environment, very receptive to
new ideas. Everyone has been
supportive in everything I ve
tried to do. They ve helped me
find my own strengths.
What do you see for the
future?

Oh, lots of change. We re a
multimedia company, so we re
redefining ourselves, doing a lot
of things no one else is
doing ... and thats exciting.

long to discover more about yourself. If so, think Orlando
Sentinel Communications. Because we know the only
way to achieve our company s full potential is to help our
employees achieve theirs.

Call the Sentinel CareerLine today at
407/872-7200, category 9121.
To visit online, go to
OrlandoSentinel.com/careers

Her powerful photographic
images have garnered Angela
many exhibits
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People touching lives

through information.
Information touching lives

t~rough

people.
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KRISTUFER KAY
STAFF WRITER

" ... Abashed the Devil stood and felt how awfal goodness is"
-John Milton, Paradise Lost
And now for something completely different. I'll be
the first one to admit that any sort of positive response
stemming from the next few paragraphs rationalizing the
motives behind Tom Green and his film, Freddy Got
Fingered, might come off as hypocritical. It was only a
week ago when I was casting brimstone in the direction
of another comedian and his style of callow, third-grade
demographic, shit-humor. How could I ever try to somehow verbosely justify just what the hell Tom Green's
problem is? Maybe by starting not to agree with the
freshly written notions that Tom Green is now the Joseph
Mengalla of modem comedy because of what he has
done in Freddy Got Fingered.
Remember about a month ago when it was okay to be
a Tom Green fan? Some of us are still holding on to that
belief but not because of his new movie. As much as he

vacation tapes of Disney World as Kurosawa-caliber doc- Williams) as well as women, their newborn children, rotumentaries. It's as though a couple of goofy Canadian . ting wilderness carcasses, two very endowed animal
skateboard kids were given $15 million and a heavy dose penises and the fluid that is released from them. All the
of wanton exploitiveness to make a movie, which 1s while Green finds a serendipitous love match with a paraentirely the case here. ·His ability of telling the narrative plegic (Marisa Coughlan) whose primary interests are
is transparent, scenes occur and linger solely for the pur- Singapore-style S & M and pestering, habitual fellatio
pose to try and shock. It's episodic and the transitions tasks.
between plot and sub-plots are blocky, almost forceful
So what, pray tell, is the good that can come out of
and he couldn't direct a room of extras even if they were this? Actually a heap if _you take the time to look at it
a crowd of unsuspecting geriatrics hyped up on Valium from a different angle. Before we castigate him and
deport him back to Ontario, we should realize what he is
and Bobby Sherman tunes.
Much like a "Saturday Night Live" feature film, so really doing. Green is part of a circle of comedians-the
much of Freddy comes from "The Tom Green Show" that Farrelly Brothers and Trey Parker and Matt Stone, to
it sells like a reel of rehearsed bits that were too "wrong" name some of the other few-that not only provide humor
(I use that term in loosest sense) for cable television. in the form of simple laughter but from also the reaction
Green's on screen alter ego is Gordon Brody, an uncre- that stems from their doing so as well. Green is neither

•

•

..
•

•
•
•
"

•

is in demand and notorious on television, the natural pro- ative fledgling animator living in his parent's (Rip Tom
gression to film doesn't seem to click. Which is strange to and Julie "living sprit of Karen Carpenter" Hagerty) basethink considering he can get away with such more ment. Leaving Portland, Oregon with the dream of makadmirably vile antics. When he is outside the box, Green ing it big in Los Angeles, Gordon, finds work in a ·cheese
works best as a character actor (as seen in Road Trip and sandwich factory while trying to impress studio chief
Charlie's Angels), but since he is unabashedly playing Anthony Michael Hall. The dream quickly fizzles due to
himself in Freddy, the film cannot afford to move any- , Gordon's lack of anything imaginative or non-repugnant
where else except around him. Such as it is, it never and its back to the drawing board at home.
On television, Green's favorite nemesis is shown to be
aspires to, the story is noticeably conceived as the joyless
hell-spawn of foaming mouth dementia and concupis- his father. It's the same scenario here except on screen the
old man fights back, with elder and kin committing
cent, bestial yearning.
It isn't inconsiderate to not label Green as a filmmak- heinous acts to one another until someone finally gives.
er either. Although he co-wrote (with childhood friend Wanting to be the equal opportunist in his debut, Green
Derek Harvie) and directed the picture, the noticeable also terrorizes his brother, the actual Freddy (played
flaws are so continually apparent that it can make most Eddie Kaye Thomas of American Pie who may or may
Japanese grandfathers reconsider their six-hour family not have been "fingered"), his unlucky buddy (Harlan

stupid nor crazy; he's a non-conformist who is willing to
sacrifice his merit as performer in order to communicate
the essence of his personal style. This type of behavior
can be traced back to Bunel and Dali's Un Chien Andalou
all the way through the apex of Andy Kaufman's standup. We cringe not because what we consider on screen is
immediately branded immoral or wrong but because we
haven't seen anything like it before. Anyone who laughed
till they were blue in the face when Cameron Diaz
moused her hair with Ben Stiller's semen is in no position
to chastise Green. His only problem is that it is too
crowded in the movies to try and be egregious. If he can
find a way to produce another season of his show, his film
may be forgivable.
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RUn I MC:
long live
the kings!
FOREST CRUMPLER
STAFF WRITER

\Ji

Guess what UCF~tK~lJ,'~tested kings of rock and the
pioneers of rap as we know it were on our campus to give
a free concert last Tuesday. That's right, Run DMC was
here in living color, but where were you? Well, I can't
blame everyone for not having a jam-packed arena to
greet these-prestigious guests, but I can blame CAB. This
show was not given the hype that it needed and deserved.
The seven hundred or so people who actually showed up
already know how the show was but for the rest I will tell
·you this; it rocked! Some of you might not remember
Run DMC and that's fine, but those of yo~ w.µ9 do
remember unlaced Adidas and black fedora- hats can
understand what a show like this -would be like. Many ,,
would think that 20 years of performing would have worn
a band out, but with only Jam Master Jon the turn tables,
DJ Run and DMC blew the house down with just their
sheer presence.
_
With o'Id school rap ninning wild and an impromptu
Break-dancing exposition from the crowd, I could almost··
feel the phantom zippers' from my old parachute pants
back in the mid '80s. Run DMC was huge when I was a
kid and hearing them rip out all of their old rhymes really took me bac.; . DJ Run would sporadically belt out
some free-style lyrics for the crowd at furious. speeds,
showing that mere mortals still cannot touch him while

Jam Master J proved his mastery of the steel wheels of
the turntable. "Tricky," "Peter Piper" and "Walk This
Way" were greeted with a huge response (well, ·as huge as
700 people can make) while very few of their newer tunes
were played at all. The only sad part
the obvious confirmation of the rumors of DMC's failing voice, because
he sounded like he had laryngitis the entire night. Run
DMC assured the crowd that they weren't breaking up,
but it seemed to-many that the end was near, at least for
this aspect .of their musical career. Regardless, it was a
spectacular show.
Another great part of the night was the very talented
opening band, 11 Red Apple.s. This hip hop/ funk sextet
had a great range and variety to their music. Starting out
with a hip'-hop jam moving into a mellow, sophisticated
jazz and then sliding to a speedy funk, 11 Red Apples had
the crowd of listeners all over the place. With a good keyboard effect, a sax player (who is from our school appareltly) and a t~mbourine, this band showed its diversity
@d ability to rock. Also, the male and female vocalists
made a really great addition to a bass style reminiscent of
the Red Hot Chili Peppers' slapman, Flea. 11 Red Apples
has definitely carved out their own sound and it's a good
one. They are based out of Orlando and are really worth
checking out.
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Campus Activities Board
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Would like to Thank the following people:

UCF Departments
·Parking Services
Physical Plant
Purchasing
·Finance & Accounting .
Athletics, Athletic Marketing
& Knightro & Glycerin
UCF General Counsel
UCF Theatre
Music ·D epartment
Victim Services ·
Residence Life & Housing
Orientation
Alumni Association
Office of Diversity Initiatives
CAB Committees
Homecoming
Cinema
Spectacular Knights
Speakers
Special Event~ · ·
Cultural Arts
Concerts
.
Public Relations & Graphics
Video Productions ·
Dance Marathon
Popular Entertainment

I

Staff & Student Staff
Dr. William Faulkner & Susan Foisy
.Dr. Craig Ullom & Veronica Lives.ay
Dr. Tom Huddleston
Student Government Association
UCF Police
Sgt. J Padgett &
Ofc. Kelli Smith
\
·
Loco's .
Arena
Student Union
..
Office of Student Activities
Joe Sciarrino & Randy Curry
Jo Lynn Raudebaugh
Angela Nichols
Also
Visual Arts Building
Barnes & Noble
Bookstore
Marriott Food
Services
Children's Miracle
· . Network
Heissam· Jebailey & Central
Florida Future
Knight Cast
Volunteer UCF
Emerging Knights
CEL

For making the following events possible·:
NET Premiere Movies like
Blow & Charlie's Angels
Homecoming Extravaganza
Skit Knight, Spirit Splash
Carnival, Parade &
Sleepy Hallow Outdoor movie
Tuesday Knight Live Comedians
Thursday Knight Jives
Theatre Knights
Tom Del'uca
· The Spencers
Hip Hop Fest

•

Symphony Under the Stars
Miss & Mr. UCF Pageants
Lewis Black
,
Busta Rhymes
Second City Touring Company
· Run DMC .
_Death Penalty Debate with
Kacynski & Klaas
"Ghost Hunters" The Warrens ·
· Haunted Arboretum
Dance Marathon
,~
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New '01

Ony
I

s5f 988

loaded w/standard features

Low st

Interest
R . tes
· Hig est
Trade-Ins
ver!
HYUnDRI Driving is Believing

10 YEAR, 100,000 MILE
POWERTRAIN WARRANTY!!
5 YEAR, 60,000 MILE
BUMPER TO BUMPER WARRANTY!!

BEST IN THE INDUSTRY!
f"

New '01

Only

ELANTRA
auto, a/c, stereo and more!

0

s9J 9 8 8

2 GREAT LOCATIONS • SAME LOW PRICE

B0 B

PICK THE ONE CLOSEST TO YOU!

f)

H~

YUNDAI

DANCE

HYUNDAI
1

B0 B

DANCE

11.;1t111'f1r;::::i'&i 11 tlfl=IBllB3:rx·;~;a.;1;i
All Prices After Factory Rebate and Owner Loyalty Incentive. Plus tax & Tag Subject to prior sale.

The freedom of expression is supposedly one of our
rights protected by the Constitution. In a perfect world,
this means that individuals have the right to create works
or art, literature, and other forms of entertainment without
fear of censorship. The problem with this notion is that in
reality, censorship is a very prevalent factor in American
society.
Works of "art" are censored all the time. One cannot go
through life without hearing about how children in LetsGrow-Some-Corn, Iowa are unable to read books like

DAVID TAYLOR
STAFF WRITER

Catcher in the Rye and The Last Temptation of Christ in
schools. Of course, literature is not the only thing censored in this country, with the king of all-time censorship
instead belonging to the holy art of cinema.
Dealing with each in term, film is perhaps the most
censored form of "art" today. It's pretty obvious that studios are unwilling to take risks in their work. Just look at
how many romantic comedies have come out in the past
six months, and you'll see what I mean. However, when a
truly unique film does make its way out of Development
Hell and into production, it is quickly laid to waste by censorship in a variety of ways. Before getting to these
"methods of ·execution" let me first st1te the reasoning
behind this censorship. Well, due to the Americw public's
vast close-minded policy towards its entertainment, the
studios feel inclined to not only maim the director's work,
but also impose ratings on it. An example of this closedrnindedness· is the so-called "moral backlash" you see
from films that contain excessive amounts of violence, sex
and "harsh" language. Conversely, you don't see this

degree of reaction among European audiences, probably
because our neighbors across the Atlantic don't have as
many crazy ass groups trying to impose their own sets of
morality on the population (Pat Robertson take heed).
Now that the reactionaries have probably thrown this
article in the trash, here come the methods of censorship
used by studios. The first is cutting parts out of the screenplay itself that audiences might find unsavory. Kevin
Smith's Mallra~s is a clear example of this practice. The
degree of language used in the film was cut down considerably, since Universal was afraid
such vocabulary would offend people. Hmm ... okay, the movie was
rated R anyway, so what's the point?
Past the trimmings of the screenplay,
the actual finished product is often
cut down to size in fears of receiving
bad public reaction. _
This alleged reaction is perceived
often by test screenings in which the
audience fills out forms, explaining
what they liked and disliked about
the film. Take Reindeer
Games, a shaky movie made
downright inferior by cutting footage that the studio
perceived as "too violent"
out of it. What the test audience thought as a whole isn't
the case, rather it is that the
studio was unloyal to the
vision of the director and
edited using faulty logic.
Jmt because a "test audien•..:e" reacted negatively
doesn't mean everyone
would. Also, the movie is a heist film, which means that
the people going to see Reindeer Games would be expecting at least some degree of violence. Apparently, the larger picture and ideas such as common sense escape studio
executives.
Let us not forget about movie ratings themselves, one

of the most useless ideas since the_solar-powered flashlight. The system was established to help guide parents in
what their children should and should not see. However,
no parent supervises their kids enough for these ratings to
have any kind of impact. Also, whom reading this hasn't
snuck into an R rated film when they were a kid? It's not
exactly brain-science, just buy a ticket for Beauty and the
Beast, and go into the theatre showing Basic Instinct
instead. Regardless of the holes in the system, the real
problem is how it is used. First of all, motion picture studios are not obligated to submit a film to be rated, but then
again with no rating the commercial success of a film goes
downhill. After all, "unrated" in many people's minds is
synonymous with "hard-core sex-filled porno." So studios
pretty much are forced to have their films rated anyway. If
they don't get a rating they are happy with, then even more
scenes end up on the cutting room floor, never mind that
crucial elements of the story can be lost in the process. As
long as all the "edited" action scenes are still in there the
movie should be good, right?
The only weapons directors and screenwriters have are
the threats of disowning a film. If a director really sticks
to his or her guns with this then in the
end their versions may be granted
release. Terry Gilliam did this with
Brazil, and it turned out to be one of the
biggest cult movies ever. At any rate,
studios are relying on far-flung means
to cut pieces of cinematic art. If the
public doesn't want to see a movie, then
they won't see it.
However, there is no excuse in cutting apart another person's vision.
Would
someone
destroy
Michelangelo's David because it shows
full-frontal nudity? Of course not, and
the same respect should be give to films and other creative
outlets (books, art, magazines, newspapers, music, etc.). If
the studios don't think that the premise is sound, then they
shouldn't back the projects in the first place.

Located in the UCF Student Union serving:
• Fresh Cookies • Brownies • Pretzels
• Croissants • Muffins • Panera Bagels
• Fresh-Squeezed Lemonade • Icee

---------------------Pretzel dog
&
medium lemonade

---------------------~I
Buy one pretzel get one pretzel II

of
equal or lesser value

.I

ONLY $3.00

FREE

Need coupon for discount. No cash value. Not
good with any other discount.

Need coupon for discount. No cash value. Not
good with any other discount.

Expires 5131/01

Expires 5/31/01

---------------------CATERING AVAILABLE
CALL FOR DETAILS

•

TEL # (407) 736 - 1101
HOURS :. 7AM - 9PM

We accept the UCF Smart Cardi

lifiiTRAVELI

ACROSS
Sass
Excuse
Eliot's Mamer
Singer Rawls
Carrying a
burden
16 Bootleg liquor
17 Actress Blyth
18 Rice dish
19 Make amends
20 Mickey and
Minnie
22 Profaned
24 Was sore
26 Thong
27 Thrash
29" Not Unusual"
30 Requests
34 ~Qrn serving
36 Although
38 Ashcroft's
predecessor
39 Wretchedness
41 Invigorated
43 Plays on words
44 Tranquil
46 Caspian or
1
4
9
14
15

Adriatic
47 Tibetan oxen
48 Understand
49 Stand open
51 .Score minus
eight
53 Unrestrained
56 Resolute
61 Narcotic
62 Fragrance
63 Patriotic Allen 65 Needlefish
66 Heafs home
67 Waiton

4125/01

© 2001 Tribune Media Services, Inc
AU rights reswvec:t.

for Your Right to
Party"
8 Barren
9 Acute
1o nny amount
11 Plunder
12 Skin problem
13 Cast off
21 Auction or profit
follower
23 Selecting actors
25 Twofold
68 "_Maria"
28 Flower
69 Family car
30 Exist
70 Positioned
31 Eye or ear
accurately
32 Legjoint
71 Profit figure
33 Softdrink
34 TV sports award
DOWN
35 Greenish-blue
1 Beast of the
color
Andes
37 Freshest and
2 Column type
most animated
3 Stunned by blows 40 Blockhead
4 High mountain
42 Part of the calf
5 _ back (relaxed) 45 Come back in
6 Runs in neutral
50 Whale school
7 _ Boys' "Fight
51 Pool outlet

Solutions

3 N0 1 V
Ha 0 0 1-1
S V l

I S

I 8

52 Indian jacket style
54 Smoothly
agreeable
55 White heron
56 Grand Coulee
and Hoover
57 Pennsylvania port

58 Loathsome
person
59 Jane Austen
novel
60 Ballplayer
Winfield
64 Actor Beatty

The Future will
still be here over
the
summer!

-·

Look for us
biweekly
starting
May 9!
Stay tun~d for
more:
.
.
movie reviews,
concert and CD
coverage,
interviews and
exposes on the
latest
video game
systems.
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.Teach in

kids will
What would
you like to
read about
this summer?

I0 0 k Up to you, too.

(

You can teach anywhere. But in California, you can teach where the Redwoods soar along with the hearts and m_
inds of the children in your classroom. Submit an

~pplication

and you may become a giant in your time, too. If you can meet the challenge, we're hiring now.
Visit our website at www.calteach.com or call toll-free, 1-888-CalTeach.

•
•
•
•
-.

Write us an
e-mail and give
us your ideas at:

Competitive starting salaries and benefits
Smaller class sizes in schools statewide
Housing and cost of living incentives
Strong community support for teachers
Beautiful and diverse climate and scenery

Entertainment
@UCFfuture
.com
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EUROPEAN~
Experience 8 countries in 14 days! Take a gondola ride
through Venice canals, climb to the top of the Eiffel Tower, .
experience a typical Bavarian beer hall, and more!

!

$1015 ·

BEACH~EEFS

Citywalk
Bob Marley's (224-2262)
Cityjazz (224-5299)
I The Groove (224-222.'.:J)
Latin Quarter (224-2262)
Margaritaville
c22_4-2155)
Mowtown Cafe
(363-8000)
Pat O'Brien's (224-5299)

t'

Discover Australia! Spend 14 days in the Land Down Under.
Cross the Tropic of Capricorn, visit Cape Byron, stay at
Surfers Paradise and enjoy Australia's national parks and
natural attractions.

$905

I.I

,
RAINBO~

•

Join this ueasy going adventure" through South Africa and
Swaziland. View the big five African game from open-topped
vehicles, plunge into the warm waters of the Indian Ocean and
go wine tasting north of the Cape!
$1899
Airfare ud trnel i111ruce nit iaclwled.

Student Unio·n, -~07 .541.~ooo

Back Booth (275-7480)
Calico Jack's (249-2526)
Knight Lights
(482-2500)
Liquid Cellar (381-1009)
Trick Shots (671-7797)

1
1
1

I
I

~
~~~
,_.olds
for 18 !035

21+ pub/concert
18+ dining/bar
18+ top 40 dance

bands
both
DJ

18+

both

concert/dance
concert/dining
progressiye dance
Latin dance
Concert/dance

21 +
18+
, 18+
21+
ALL

I

Downtown
Bar Orlando "(540-0081)
Blue Room (423-2588)
Cairo (422-3595)
Chillers/Latitudes
(649-4270)
The Club At Firestone

21+

IBar/dining

18+
21+
18+
21+

pub/dance
progressive Dance
: top 40 dance
I top 40 dance

I both

I

18+ 1 progressive dance I DJ
'70s dance/dining DJ

18+

I

I
1

)

Would you be interested and available for a seasonal position this fall for
evenings? Busch Gardens is seeking candidates to be part of our "Creature
Crew" enthusiastic and talented employees that bring fun and excitement
to our upcoming Halloween event. Speaking and non-speaking positions
are available. Back stage and guest assistance positions are also available.

For more information call:

Visit us on the world wide web:

(813) 987-5164 TampaTalent.com
Busch Gardens is an Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/D/V. Busch Gardens is a drug free workplace.

$2.25 , 1
NO

I

Sportstown Billiards
(894-6258)
Tabu (648-8363)
Tanqueray's (649-8540)
Volcano (999-0033)
Wall Street Cantina
(420-1515)
Will's Pub (898-5070)

I

$5

; $3-5

Other
Copper Rocket
(645-0069)
Cowboys Orlando
(422-7115)
Cricketer's Arms
(354-0686)
Fiddler's Green
(645-2050)
Gina's On The Water
(834-5880)
Globe (422-0019)
Green Parrot (332-1599)
Harold and Maude's
(422-3322)
Johnny's Rockin' Bistro
(671-6%9)
M~rcado (345-9337) - Mulvaney's (841-3336)
Roxy (898-4004)
Wildhorse Saloon
(827-5070)

$5
NO
$5

both
bands

$3-7
NO

18+ concert/dance/
dining
21+ pub

both

$5

bands

NO

21+ pub/dance
18+ gay dance

both
DJ

NO
$5-8

Ijukebox

NO

both
bands
' DJ
I both

$2-6
$2
$5
NO

bands

$3-5

21 + pub/concert

I bands

$3-5

18+ I country dance

I both

$5-7

I
21+ pub/concert

. bands

NO

18+ pub/concert

bands

NO

upscale dance
bar/dining
1 top 40 dance
· concert/dance/
dining
18+ pub/concert

I

ALL dining/concert
21+
21+
21+

cafetbar
concert/bar
cafe

18+ dining/concert
ALL
21+
21+
I 18+

concert/dance
pub
dance
country dance

I

$7

21+ . pub
21+ pub

I 21+
21 +
18+
21 +

I'

live piano $5

18+ progressive dance DJ
2 I+ cigar bar/pool hall jukebox
18+ progressive bar
DJ

18+ pool hall/pub

I

i NO
' $5
I $5

(426~0005)

J

At the Entertainment Department, Busch Gardens Tampa

DJ
DJ
DJ
DJ

I

!

Thursday, June 14, 6 pm - 9 pm

I $3-10
$3.25
$3.25

'

18+ piano bar

Make plans now, casting for Halloween positions begin:

I$5.25
$3.25

both

18+ I R&B dance

I

both
both
DJ
both
both

i both

I

I DJ

$2

both
jukebox

$5
NO
$3

both

$3-5

bands
bands
DJ
both

NO
NO
$3-5
$5

I
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LEAD STORIES
-- The_ Cleveland Plain Dealer revealed in April
that 12 Ohio government agencies have spent more
than $50,000 in the last three years on humor consultants to help them do their work more effectively.
The Department of Job and Family Services, recent!) criticized for misspending money on faulty computer programs, shelled out nearly $25,000 (for the
ptirpose of "contribut(ing) to positive attitudinal perceptions of workplace transitions," according to its
contract with Humor Consultants Inc.).
-- Case Western Reserve (Cleveland, Ohio) medical school professor Robert White, interviewed on a
British TV program in April, said his monkey-tomonkey head transplant was a partial success (in that
the patient lived for a while) and that, with improvements, the procedure could one day be used on
humans. However, a critic, Dr. Stephen Rose, disputed that the recipient monkey was functional, contending that the brain's only connection to the body
it was serving was a shared blood supply: "All
you're doing is keeping a severed head alive."
-- In March, a federal judge in Alabama ruled in
favor of the owners of the Eastwood Texaco station
on Montclair Road in Birmingham in their lawsuit
agamst the I I-nation oil cartel OPEC for price-fixing violations of U.S. antitrust law. The organization
W<1s forbidden by Judge Charles Weiner from reducing its oil production for one year, which is its
fm onre method of raismg prices.

,

People Different From Us
-- John Webb, 53, was ticketed by Janesville,
\Vil)., police for disorderly conduct in March for an
incident rn a grocery store's express line. According
to the police report, Webb three times confronted a
woman ahead of him who had 11 items (limit is 10),
finally bellowing that he had served his country in
two wars and "did not have to serve any more time
behind people who could not (expletive deleted in a
Janesville Gazette story) count." After the two drove
off, Webb allegedly deliberately swerved in front of
her on the street.
The Classic Middle Name (All-New)
-- Charged with murder: Rocky Wayne
McGowan, 20 (Russell Springs, Ky., February);
Mark Wayne Jennings, 30 (Charles County, Va.,
March); Derrick Wayne Kualapai Sr., 51 (Oakland,
Calif., February); Michael Wayne Eggers, 33
(Walker County, Ala., January); David Wayne
Smith, 39 (Vrrginia Beach, Va., April); Timothy
Wayne Border, 38 (Fort Worth, Texas, April).
Mistrial declared in murder trial: David Wayne
Kunze, 50 (Vancouver, Wash., March). Held for
questioning in the murder of his wife: John Wayne
Boggs Jr., 35 (Cedar City, Utah, February).

Police Blotter

been created because Griffin had been storing the
roll of bills in her genitals. And Indiana State Police
arrested John L. Hester, 51, in February and charged
him in connection with a scheme to smuggle tobacco to inmates at the prison in"Pendleton, Ind.; Hester
was in charge of bringing cattle to the prison farm
for slaughter and allegedly stored contraband ci$arettes in plastic bags inside cows' rectums.

SPECIAL!
May 3rd, 4th & 5th
1 FREE Bottle of Champagne
(group of 6 or more)
Please call for reservations for parties of 6 or more

The Laws of Irony Are Strictly Enforced
-- In February, Robert Valle, 58, a Catholic
parishioner at the St. Thomas the Apostle Church,
filed a lawsuit against the Joliet (ill.) Diocese
because the namesake statue in front of the church
fell over on him while he was doing volunteer repair
work on it in 1999; St. Thomas the Apostle is the
patron saint of builders and construction workers.
And two weeks later, schoolteacher Anthony Farrell,
50, was charged with pointing a loaded .357
Magnum at another man in a case of road rage in St.
Charles, Mo.; part of Farrell's course load for the last
five years was teaching driver education.
-- The New Fire Crisis: Earlier this year, fires~
tions in Columbia, Tenn., and Tampa, Fla., were
found in violation of local fire codes (lacking smoke
detectors and other equipment). And in March, careless cigarette-smoking in a fire engine on the way to
fight a fire in Kushima, Japan, set the vehicle's seats
ablaze. And the Bethells Beach fire station in
Auckland. New Zealand, burned to the ground in
March, caused by defective wiring, as firefighters
watched helplessly (in that all their equipment was
inside).
Least Competent People in Albuquerque
-- Jeffrey Thomas Anaya, 35, was arrested on
March 4 for allegedly robbing a Chevron station; he
was arrested in the parking lot, where he was soliciting help because he couldn't find the keys to his
getaway car. Three days later, Timothy E. Beach, 23,
a former manager of a Taco Bell, was arrested for
allegedly robbing his store of about $2,000; according to police, Beach could not resist identifying himself during the heist to a former colleague and so
briefly lifted his ski mask and said, "It's me, Tim."
Least Justifiable Homicides
-- A 17-y.ear-old boy was charged with beating
his father to death with a baseball bat because he
was tired of Dad's admonishing him to turn down
the music (Syracuse, N.Y., March). And a sheriffs
deputy and a police officer were shot to death,
allegedly by the 41-year-old man to whose home the
officers were called on a complaint about a loud
stereo (Centreville, Md., February). And a 48-yearold man was sentenced to 99 years in prison for
killing a street musician, allegedly because the victim did not know the killer's favorite songs ("El
Guajolote" and "The Turkey") (Corpus Christi,
Texas, March).

-- Louisville, Ky., police, in the midst of a project
to clear out backlogged cases, took Leanndra Taylor,
14, into custody in the middle of classes on March Also, in the Last Month •••
26, according to a WLKY-TV report, and booked
-- A '27-year-old woman received two speeding
her on a 1995 warrant accusing her of shoplifting a tickets (one for going about 100 mph) in 20 minutes
in her quest to race to the Land Rover dealership
59-cent candy bar.
-- An Alachua County (Fla.) sheriffs deputy and because her lease was set to expire in just a few mina law-enforcement intern were reprimanded in utes (W'mdsor, Ontario). A judge OK'd charging a
March because they were not acting professionally 50-year-old man with rape even though the man had
during a drug bust in Gainesville in which 16 mari- never met the victim (but merely tricked her on the
juana plants were recovered, along with 160 grams phone into penetrating herself) (Passaic County,
of dope and various drug paraphernalia. Superiors N.J.). Twenty-two poised skydivers had to st.ay with
caught the two, in the middle of the raid, seated at a their troubled single-engine plane until it emertable in the apartment, playing Scrabble with the gency-landed in an airfield (result: injuries but no
suspect's game.
fatalities) (Decatur, Texas). Police in Berkeley,
-- More Stories for the Immature Reader: In Calif., arrested a man for running a parking-ticket
March, the district attorney in Beaver County, Pa., scam, featuring his own authentic-looking, highly
after several months' consultation with banks, final- detailed ' citations placed on illegally parked cars,
ly deposited $2, 150 it had seized from arrestee with envelopes for aj · g es tg Jajs st offic~
Regi d Griffm in NbVemlJer; a t-lygiene::'..l'.!.fi~
ob~ttmi
~.!!!
na:~td~!:'..:
Bo~x~._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Open for Lunch & Dinner
11 am to 10:30pm
100 Carrigan Avenue • Oviedo, Fl

l

Corner of Alafaya Trail

365-4774
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Under new
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*Free coffee offer
requires food purchase

Lunch Special S4.29
Soup and Sandwich
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U CF's Student Radio Station

-)

on
Campus Cable Channel 21
on your TV!
View a Program Schedule at:

WDSC. llCf.edU

WNSC is UCF's student radio station broadcasting to every TV
on campus. You could find it on Channel 21 whether you live in
Lake Claire, Libra, Apollo or Greek Park. You may find the idea of
radio on TV strange, but just tum it on and check it out. As you're
listening, you'll be able to watch a slide show letting you know all
about WNSC programming and events. In addition to The Central
Florida Future, WNSC is a source for information on all campus
events!

Coming up on WNSC
WNSC will be wrapping up its spring 2000 programming on
Friday, April 28. For those of you-sticking around in the summer to
take classes, why not spend those hot afternoons in your air-conditioned room listening to WNSC's summer lineup of programming
beginning on Monday, May 6 ! We will be debuting some new shows and continuing some favorites.

Summer Shows
"Damn it's Hot!" is hosted by Matt Cavagnaro (Matt from Noons
and Spoons) from 11 a.m. - 2 p.m. on Mondays and Wednesdays. It
is a new show on WNSC and is described as a blend of humor, current events and discussion that will feature music from every genre
imaginable.
Roger will be back spinning the best in Reggae with "Caribbean
Vibes." Turn it on and study to his enchanted vibes, or just lay back
and let the tunes carry you through a dream Caribbean vacation.

Contact WNSC
Visit wnsc.ucf.edu for further information on WNSC in the summer and updates on fall programming. While you're there you can
get the scoop on all the WNSC DJs and learn more about WNSC.
And if you 're a club or organization on campus, we want to advertise your events free of charge! E-mail Station Manager Nick
LoCicero at wnscam@ucf.edu.

You've been told you need
work experience be/ore
getting your MBA. I don't think so.
l

fames Park, Universiry1 of Florida 1998, 2000 EAV..BA graduate
Business Analyst. Global Solutions/PCS
Jumpstart your career by applying today for admission
in the Eorfy Advantage MBA program at the (rummer Graduate
School of Business, Rollins College in Orlando, Fla. In less than
two years you con earn on MBA and could be making twice
that of those without on MBA. No experience necessary.
Available concentrations:
E-Commerce I Finance I lnternotionol Business I Management
Marketing I Operations Management/ lnformotton Technology
The (rummer Advantage:
• lnternattonal study trip induded
• Notebook computer included
• World-class professors
• Mentor program
• (onsuhing projects

Look at www.crummer.rollins.edu. Or coll 1-800-866-2405
for more information ond schedule ovisit today.

did. They threatened my publisher with legal
Sounds simple right?
I wanted to comment on this whole debacle, action if I didn't apologize. They threatened me
but I wanted to make sure that I had, in fact, done with some vaguely described "trouble" if I didn't
nothing wrong. In short--! wanted to cover my ass offer a retraction. All because of a comic strip that
they didn't like.
first.
This particularly sorority, so offended and disSo I did my research. I went to the library,
searched online, and spoke to several attorneys turbed by the public's perception of them by the
mere mention of their name in my comic
regarding the matter. And as it turns out,
strip, banded together to form an
El
Vice
Presidente
and
her
sorority
STEVE McCAIN
extremist regime hellbent on
didn't
have
a
case.
Think
about
it:
STAFF WRITER
silencing the individual as an
if Felix said that he preferred
artist.
Namely
me.
Coke over Pepsi, would Pepsi
I am guilty of a crime. That's right. I did it. You caught me
Apparently, a healthy sex
be able to take legal action?
red-handed. Go ahead, lock me up and throw away the key.
· Nope.
life is a bad P.R. problem,
The crime, you ask? I offended someone.
but censorship isn't.
But what really shocked
Actually I offended more than one person. I think I offendAnd that's what it boils
me was what these champied about 130 people altogether. There may be more (actually,
down to, ladies. Instead of
ons of law told me afterI'm pretty sure there are more), but that's the figure that was
voicing your opinion by
wards. To paraphrase what
stated in the email.
writing to our.paper or simply
one lawyer told me, "Why
Oh, I'm getting a little ahead of myself, aren't I? You probturning the page like a normal
don't you just write the apology
ably have no idea what I'm talking about. Sorry about that. I
person, you have revealed yourand retraction, Steve? Then everymeant no offense.
selves to be something truly offenone would be happy." My reply to
You ~ee, I write and draw a comic strip for The Central
this, without any of the four-letter words
sive: narrow-minded, self-serving; cenFlorida Future entitled "Felix." My goals for th~ strip are modthat I was thinking at the time, was "Yeah, every- sorship-mongering hypocrites.
est; I just wanted to create a comic strip that has characters and
But that doesn't mean I'm going to demand an
one but me."
situations in it that people can enjoy and, hopefully, get a good
I decided to fight.
apology or retraction from you. I honestly don't
laugh from. I'd like to .think that I've accomplished that at least
And you know what? I still don't care what
once or twice. But I do know of ·one thing that I've accomcontinued on page 27
they .think. However, I do care about what they
plished: I've managed to offend people. Upon learning this
news, I reacted in two ways. First•. I felt a pang of guilt for
those who I'd offended and Second, I felt a surge of joy when
.:_ :. . ~ ' .
~·(
Fax: 679-6787
I realized that people other than my roommates were reac;ling
my comic! Oh, happy day.
15% Discount to
Complete Line Of
But that happy day would be short-lived, my friends.
All Students &
Fresh: Silks, Plants,
~~Because as the days passed, my guilt began to subside (well,
Faculty with I.D.
Flowers
"A Full Service Florist"
okay, as the hours passed ... but you get the point) and I eventuTEN YEARS SERVICING THE COMMUNITY
ally forgot about the entire incident. However, those I had
Dean & University
Waterford Lakes
Wire Service or
We service to
1345 Howell Branch Road
I 0069 University Blvd.
711 N. Alafaya Trail
offended did not. I was contacted via email by the Vice
Delivery available Wmter
ALL parts of
Park, FL 32789
Orlando, FL 32817
Orlando, FL 32828
President of Public Relations for a particular sorority here at
over phone with 407-629-0050
407-679-5144
407-281-7666
the country
UCF (I'm assuming the President of Public Relations had the
1-866-415-9554
Major Credit Card
wire service excludes discount www.allinbloom.com delivery service excludes discount
day off), and she kindly informed me of how I had offended her
''Same Day Delivery"
and her entire sorority. Her demands were simple: print an
apology and a retraction and all will be forgotten.
Unfortunately, I am extremely skilled at forgetting things, having already forgotten these people and the psychological damage that "Felix" was obviously causing them. So, I went a couple of issues back into The Future's past and found the offending comic. It seems that I had used this particular sorority's
name without its consent and that, in doing so, I had caused the
members of this Greek institution great anger and suffering.
And that's it.
I thought there would be more to it than that. But nope. That
is it. At least, that's all that was mentioned to me in the email I
had received. Surely, there had to be more, right?
So, I spoke to a friend of mine who is in this particular
sorority (ironic, huh?), and she told me that one of the reasons
the girls were offended was because their sorority's name was
used in a strip that had a sexual overtone to it. I admit that the
strip in question did deal with one-of the character's sex life (or
lack thereof). But, as far as I know, college students have sex.
At least a lot of the ones I know do. And the ones I know who
have never had sex don't regard it as that big a deal. So what
exactly was so bad?
Upon further investigation, other people I spoke with·
informed me that this particular sorority ha~ a "reputation".
When asked what exactly this reputation was; I was met with
wide-eyes and facial contortions that screamed, "C'mon, Steve.
You mean don't know?" Well, I honestly didn't know. Somehow
I thought we'd left those childish labels behind us after leaving
high school. I was wrong. But that still didn't seem like enough
to incur the anger of a whole sorority. What really offended
them?
I agonized over this very question over and over again. So
LARGE CHEESE OR
LARGE CHEESE OR
much so, that when I thought I just might have the answer, I
1
TOPPING
PIZZA
1 TOPPING PIZZA,
realized that I no longer cared. In fact, I couldn't have. cared
SINGLE ORDER
i'~ss. Because somewhere along the line, I forgot to ask myself
OF BREADSTICKS
what I thought of the whole thing. I began to realize that I'd
AND TWO
done nothing wrong and that an apology and retraction were
20oz
SODAS
two things that I would not surrender to these ladies for the disThePizzaHutlogoisa
tress that I'd inadvertently afflicted them with.
iradanark of Pizza Hut.
and
As Christopher Walken once said, "If you're gonna make an
._.,,,; aadcmarl< and
tradmiarl<ofPizzaHut.
omelet, you gotta break a few eggs." If you're going to say
lnc. C PizzaHut_lnc.
something, there's a good chance that someone, somewhere
will be offended by it. Hey, it happens. However, most people
who get offended by something they see on TV simply, change
the channel. Most people who get offended by something they
read simply stop reading it.
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Felix
by
Steve

lv1cCain
©2001
Good Luck on
your Finals,
everybody! !

-from Felix
and the crew
continued from page 26
lo

YOU GOT ITI
-2001 Pontiac- Grand AM SE·

$15,895
r.asbBack

-

- GMgrad f.ash-Off

YourPric$1

St~oo·
-

$400t

J,9951

Finally got yo• degree. Getting areal jOb. Need anew car. Satisfy yu driving ambition wtth the GMgrad Program:·
• Your choice of any new Pontiac•• Quick, easy GMAC® financing at attractive rates•
• No credit history required1 • No down payment on purchase• • GMgrad cash-off incentive
Visit GMGRAD.com ar call 1-800-964-GRAD for details.
'

MCNAMARA PONTIAC .;.
1010 W. Colonial Drive, Orlando• 1-407-849-0610
• (Rebate. $1,500, college grad, $400, $895 McNamara discount. MSRP $16,790.)

t Available toward the purchase or lease of select 2000, 2001 or 2002 vehicles for eligible college graduates. You must either (1) be within 6 months of

1

graduation or {2} have graduated within the past 2 years from a 2-year or 4-year college or post-graduate program. Graduate students are eligible during their
entire enrollment period. Certificate program students are not eligible. Must take retail delivery from participating dealer stock by 9(30/01 and apply to GMAC
financed purchase or lease. Length of finance contract is limited. Minimum amount financed required. Monthly payment deferral not available with GMAC
Smartlease or SmartBuy. Finance charges accrue from date of purchase. GMAC must approve. Not available with some other offers.
... Based on MSRP 1e$ $1,500 cash back incentive and S400 GM College Grad cash off. Tax. title, license and optional equ~ extra. Not available with other offers.

care. You can like my work or
you can line your birdcages
with it. And I am most certainly not going to apologize or
retract anything. Because I
can't help it if you draw a different conclusion from my
work than the one I intended.
If two people look at a Picasso,
one of them will see an elephant while the other will see a
violin. The moral of this little
tale, ladies, is this: what's right
for you is not necessarily right
for everyone else. Pay attention to that little bit of advice;
it may one day save you from
embarrassing yourselves further in The Future.
As for the Vice President of
Public Relations? You were the
only person who contacted me
in regards to my comic strip. A
few words of advice, if I may
be so bold: (1) Do your homework before jumping into battle (2) Never underestimate
your opponent and (3) TACT
and DECORUM. Look up
these words . in a dictionary.
They are obviously not in your
vocabulary.
As to why I haven't
revealed this sorority's name, it
is unnecessary. They shall
remain nameless in this diatribe. But if you're the obsessive type and really want to
know, just Try Try Try to figure it out, and I'm sure you
will.
Lastly, dear reader. Thank
you for your patience through
this exhaustive rebuttal. These
events don't just happen to me.
Artists , writers and anyone
who dares speak his or her
mind, are being censored and
silenced all over the world in
the name of morality, decency
and public opinion. The individual spirit must never be
defeated by the faceless masses. If we can recognize the perils of public opinion and the
value of individual expression,
we'll all be okay in the end.
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Place your ad today! 407-977-1009 (fax: 407-977-0019)
1

HELP WANTED
I Jrn S 1.000 - $2.000 this semester with
tllL 1·asy Campusfundra1:;er.com three hour
1undraising event. No sales required.
F,.mdraising dates are filling quickly, so call
today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com al
888-923-3238 or visit
~ '' .camousfundra1ser.com
Nanny - Looking for full-time. flexible hours.
!in! in or out, must drive. $1.200/month.
407-262-3457. Longwood area, Markham
Woods Road.
Receptionist needed - Vetennary Office in
0 1cdo. Part time or full time. Mornings,
Sat11rdays. Prevet majors or expenence
preferred. 407-366- 7323. Apply in person or
bring resume to 45 AJafaya Woods Blvd.,
01icdo.
Fnv1ronmental Technician - Scheda
Ecological Associates. Inc. has an opening for
a parl-l1me Env. Tech. in the Orlando area.
Rcspons1b1lities include surface water samplmg an<l trac!..ing env. concerns in accordance
with permits. E-mail resume to
ssche!la@scheda.com or call (813)971-3755.
Need pan-rime help lO assist disabled male
with exercise program. No experience
required. Good opportunity for P.T. or Nursing
students. Close to UCF. good pay, Call John
@ 407-678-1729.
PART-TIME HELP WANTED - Person to
care for two year old in my home I5-20
hourstweek. Flexible daytime hours. Home is
5 miles from campus. Childcare experience,
reliable transportation and references required.
Call 407-679-4809.
Flower Girls Wanted - Part-Time work/Full-·
time$. work in Orlando's hottest nightclubs.
Great job for summer students. Call today
407-482-5253 .
Attention Education or Health Care Majors sitter needed for 3 days/week - Mon, Tue,
Thurs. for 9 &.4 year old. Needs own transportation. Plenty of time to study.
Tuscawilla/Winter Springs area.
407-365-9265. Ask for Sheri or Ed.
Pager407-918-0567 - Sheri
PROFESSIONAL STOCK TRADERS
WILL TRAIN ambitious over achievers to
TRADE OUR CAPITAL
Email: traders2@pointdirex.com
Fax: 407-540-0536

.\1ommy"s Helper/House Cleaner - looking for
a hardworking, Mommy's Helper to help with
house work. Will pay between $8.00 - $9.00
per hour. 5-6 hours, bi-weekly. Experience a
plus. Waterford/Eastwood area. Call
407-249- l 086.

Office Manager/Assistant - Wanted for
' summer must have good phone voice. reliable
$8 to $10 hr. Frr. P!r. 407-699-1992. Swim
Instructors - Wanted to teach summer swi;.,
classes. $9.50 + hour + bonuses. Frr, P!r.
(407) 699- 1992.
www.sharksandm innowsswi mschool .com.
Valet Parking Positions available for
friendly, outgoing and motivated people. Must '
he available lo work at least 24 hours per
week. We have full time & part time, AM &
PM. positions available at upscale hotels in the
Downtown Orlando and Disn.:y World areas.
Starting pay is $9 - $12 per hour. Please call
407-841-7275 Monday - Friday 9 a.m. -5 p.m.
After hours and weekend, please leave a voice
mail message and we will return your phone
call ASAP. ,.
We are seeking entry level construction engineers with a BSCE degree for positions with a
highway and site construction firm. Work
locaceo in Florida. We offer competitive pay.
health. dental. disability and life' insurance,
paid holidays. vacation. 401 (k) and profit
sharing. We are an EOE/DFWP. Fax or send
resume to Prince Contracting Co .. Inc. 5411
Willis Road. Palmetto, FL 34221. Fax
(941) 722-4641, e-mail prince@princeinc.com No phone calls please.

Club Med Club Med Club Med
Summer Camp Counselors needed. Located at
Club Mer' P'ort St. Lucie, FL 06/01-06/30 call
407-592-1150. lf no answer leave message.
In Ex.change for Room & Board
Tired of Dorm Life? "feed a place to live this
summer and next school year for FREE?
Female College or Grad Student wanted for
mother's helper/childcare. PT child care.
housekeeping, occasional errands. Flexible to
school schedule. Must be mature. responsible.
reliable. Drivers license/car required. Nonsmoker, no drinking/drugs. References. 18
minutes to UCF. Call MC at 407-696-4596

FoRRENT
2/2 Condo for rent - Ceramic tiled floors Full
washer/dryer, excellent applicances close to
LCF. On Pond/Pool/Jacuzzi Alarm. Screened
Porch. Avail in July. $795/month I s1 Last/Dep
407-256-5805

IS CHEMISTRY DRIVING YOl' CRAZY"?
I~ it all Greek to you? Thinking of changing
your major? Need a tutor? Call Virginia al
407-366-6079. Lot:atcd in Oviedo - 15 yrs.
Experience - Reasonable Races - Flexible
Hours - Computer Access
E-mail TheChemTutor@aol.com
,\BC BARTENDING SCHOOLS
Job Placement Assistance/EZ Pay
407-894-6719
Thousands Trained & Placed by ABC
- www.abcbartcnding.com

MISC.
HELP! Currently livmg at home 45 minutes
away. Searching for room including utilities
close to UCF and/or Oviedo, Will take best
offer, no sub-leases. please. Call Sam al
407-925-9589 with info.

CLUBS

(

UCF Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Student
Union (GLBSU) meets Tuesdays at 8 pm in
the Student Union. Check monitor in Umon
for room location.

~ SERVICES

' FOR SALE
r

Bed - Brand new mattress. Full size still in
plastic. Must sell $135. Can deliver.
407-422-8848

Investor Relations-The Jarrett/Favre Driving
Adventrure. Inc. <OTC BB: JVTI) is seeking
a responsible profes&ional to answer inquines
in our company from interested investors.
Great job to learn business and stock opportunities in today's market. We are a NASCAR
racing school and the only adventure company
in the world publicly traded. Call Brian
Rosenbloom 10-12 M-F, 407-228-4494 or
I-888-GO-RACE-1.

Bed-, I Absolute Bargain! Queen orthopedic
pillow top mattress set. brand new. Must sell
$250. Can deliver. 407-422-8848.
BEER. COKE, WATER Whatever you dnnk
will fit into this new refrigerator used since
August Available for pick-up April 27th.
Call Julia@ 407-882-4285.
Haye your housemates pay your rent!!!
Detached house for sale. One mile south of
UCF on Alafaya Trail. 3 BR/2BA, Great
Room, Dining Area, Kitchen, Porch, Fencedin Backyard. Call collect after 6:00 pm
1-561-968-1132.

Help spread the word!
Exciting new wireless data technology!
$8/hour - Flexible Schedules for Students.
All you need is an enthusiastic voice,
TeleSolutions can teach you the rest!
For phone interview please call
407-678-8191.

ROOMMATES

Stop Job Hunting. Get ready for a change! No
experience necessary. Consultants needed
now. Independent Consultants can earn a great
income. Send name, address or resume to
jobs@mysavel.com or call 413-604-9575.

Non-smoking female roommate wanted.
$260/month to share 2-bedroom. 2-bath
house. Call Sarah (4b7) 482-5671.

Mommy's Helper: "Stay at home·· mom
looking for christian, caring, dependable
person to help care for children on. varied
days/flexible hours. Childcare experience
required . Education majors a plus. References
required. caµ Melissa at 407-249- 1086.
$6/hour. Eastwood/Waterford Lakes area.

Christian female in search of Christian female
roommate to share spacious 2 bedroom/2 bath
apartment. Move in either May or June. lf
interested, please contact Alyson at
407-736-9288 or e-mail at
Lilbit0297@aol.com

EGG DONORS NEEDED
$5,000.00 (plus all expenses)
We have many infertile familites in need of
the help of compass10nate w01men m order to
realize their dream of having a child. We are
seeking women who are attractive. intelligent,
between the ages of 18-30, physically fit and
maintaining a healthy lifestyle. If you have a
desire to help a family and would like more
rnformation. please contact us.
1-800-264-8828 or r-619-234-6649
Email: darlene@aperfectmatch.com
www.aperfectmatch.com
Drowning In Debt? Avoid bankruptcy;
lower interest; stop collection calls. Free personalized counseling. Non-profit agency. 407599-0057 ext. 203

.

TRAVEL

r

FLY 4STANDBY ..• FLY 4 CHEAP!
Eurpore $1 99 o/w (+lx)
Lon. Fm. Mad. Ams. Par & more
4STANDBY.COM OR 800-326-2009.

JAPAN!
SUPER AIRFARE/TRY US

IACE TRAVEL
TEL.407-351-9999
Email : floridaopc@earthlink.net

Do you have an obsession with food and/or
your weight? Would you like freedom from
this struggle? Come to a meeting Overeaters
Anonymous. Mondays at 5: l 5 in the Student
Union. Check the monitors for meeting
location.
WWW.EASYROOMMATE.COM
Find ROOMS & ROOMMATES On-line
FREE to place your AD!
FREE to search lOO's ads
#1 matching service in the US

J

DJ Connoiseur - International Mobile DJ of
the Month by DJ Times Magazine. Formals,
Parties, Weddings. Visit DJCARL.com to hear
MP3 mixes and see videos. Call 407-3068010 today!
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Earn $$$'s during summer break.
Sign up with Orlando's Premier Staffing Service, We need the following skills;

*
*
*
*

General Clerks I Data Entry Clerks
Customer Service I Telemarketers I Receptionists
Administrative Assistants I Secretaries
Accollllting Clerks

CALL TODAY, START WORK TOMORROW ( 407 ) 898-1125

FIVI STAR ST.AR'ING, INC.
Nevel!A Fee

2943 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando, 32803

)

AIDES
Part-time I Full-time

Join our team assisting
people with disabilities in our
UCF area Group Homes

Up to $8.30/hour
Tuition Assistance
Paid Training
Health/Dental Insurance

(407) 645-3211 Press t

A~·-D-EM_a_o_Pi_•_e1_i:_~_L_ _
9
SERVICES, Incorporated

••

EOE

Could your career use a helping hand?
We staff a variety of positions, including: .

.. Paralegal
_. Data Entry
~ Bookkeeper
._.. Accountant
..,_ Receptionist
~ Office Manager
IP Legal Secretary
.-,. Accounting Clerk
~ Executive Secretary
..,. Administrative Assistant
~ Office Support Personnel
·~ Medical Billing Personnel
ta- Medical Office Receptionist
~ Customer Service Representative
Send Resumes to:
·509 West Colonial Drive, Orlando FL 32804
Fax:407-541-0016
Email: mail@staffing911.com
Or call to schedule an appointment: 407-541-0015

CoRPO~TAFFING
SEAVICSB,INC.

The RIGHT Choice in Staffing!

Interview crucial step
in hiring process
You may receive a brief informal interview at the job fair, but you could also be
scheduled for a more formal interview with
a potential employer later. If this is the case,
it helps to know what to expect. The typical
interview will last 30, minutes, consisting of
• five minutes - small talk
•fifteen minutes - a mutual discussion
ofyour background and credentials as they
relate to the needs of the employer
•five minutes - employer asks you for
your questions
•five minutes - conclusion of interview
Interviewing skills are crucial to job seekers because prospective employers base
employment decisions largely on information and impressions obtained during interviews. The interview is the most significant
criteria in making hiring decisions!
Before the hello - The typical interview
starts before you even get into the inner sanctum. The recruiter
begins to evaluate
you the minute you
are identified. You
are expected to
shake the recruiter's
hand upon being
introduced. Don't
be afraid to extend
your hand first to
show assertiveness.
Plan on arriving at
least 15 minutes
early, using the extra
. time to relax.
Small talk - Many recruiters will begin
the interview with some small talk. Topics
may range from the weather to sports and
will rarely focus on anything that brings out
your skills. Nonetheless, you are still being
evaluated.
Recruiters are trained to evaluate candidates on many different points. ~ey may be
judging how well you communicate on an
informal basis. You must do more than just
smile and nod.

·~

With 15,000 employees in 3,000
offices in more than 59 countries,
we're connected to a network of

the country's best jobs. Adecco.
It's a new world at work

Recruiter has the floor - The main part
of the interview starts when the recruiter
begins discussing the organization. If the
recruiter uses vague generalities about the
p<Jsitions and you want more specific information, ask questions. Be sure you have a
clear understanding of the job and the company.
As the interview turns to talk about your
qualifications, be prepared io deal with
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Career Resource Center
t}

/T~

t.

407-482-9779
Orlando East FL
student Login

3505 Lake Lynda Drive, Suite 206
Orlando, FL 32817

Ade cca
THE EMPLOYMENT PEOPLE

)

http://www.crc.ucf.edu
The Career Resource Center web site is
your passport to a world of on-line career
and job search resources. Simply point your

aspects of your background that could ·be
construed as negative, such as a low grade
point average, no Part:icipation in outside
activities, or no related work experience. It is
up to you to convince the recruiter that
although these points appear negative, positive attributes can be found in them. It is also
likely you will be asked questions to determine you direction and motivation, for
instance, why you chose the major you did ·or
what your career goals are.

Your turn for questions - When the
recruiter asks, "Now do you have any questions?" it's.important to have a few ready. Ask
intelligent, well-thought-out questions to show
the employer you are serious about the organization and that you have done your homework. Questions should always elicit positive
responses from the employer.
The end counts - The interview isn't
over until you walk
out the door. It is
important to always
remain enthusiastic
and courteous.
Often the conclusion of the interview is indicated
when the recruiter
stands up. However,
if you feel the interview has reached its
conclusion, you can
stand up first.
Shake the
recruiters hand and
thank him or her for considering you. Being
forthright is a quality that most employers
will respect, indicating that you feel you have
presented your case and the decision is now
up to them.
Expect the unexpected - During the
interview, you may be asked some unusual
questions. Don't be too surprised. Many times,
questions are asked simply to see how you
react.
For example, surprise questions could
range from, "Tell me a joke" to "What time
period would you like to have lived in?" Your
reaction time and the response you give will
be evaluated by the employer, but there's no
way you can anticipate questions like these.
While these questions are not always used,
they are intended to force you to react under
some stress and pressure. The best advice is to
think and give a natural response.
Source: UCF Career Resource Center

web browser to www.crc.ucf.edu to check
on the latest job fair information, sign-up for
a career planning mini-doss, or link to a
variety of nationwide job bank web sites
and search engines.
The web site also includes information
on the programs and services offered by the
CRC.
UCF students and alumni up to one year
after graduation can access the GOLD
Connection free of charge. The GOLD
Connection ~llows registration of a personal
profile and posting of your resume so you
may participate in on-campus interviews,
view job postings, and track your resume
referral history.
"
L
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Organizing a job search
Not ready for employment just
yet? Planning for your career
should still be on your mind.
Following is a long-term strategy
guide:

Identifying this information will help
you articulate your career objective,
which will assist you in targeting
employers and ul~imately marketing
yourself in the interview.

Tbe job search can be an overwhelm-

Research & Explore Career
Options - Become knowiedgeable

tJ 1g and tiJne consumins process. W'hat

do rou need to do and wbere do you
begin? Planrung and organization are
·key elements to a successful job search.
It's a good idea to begin about to -six
months before your targeted employment date. The Career Resource Center
(described on pages 4-5) can help you
develop and implement an effective job
search campaign.
Self Assessment - Take time to
better know yourself. Identify your
interests, skills, and work values and
evaluate your strengths and weaknesses.
Emphasize those which connect most
directly with your current goals.

ence books. Prioritize your list of
employers in order of preference.
/

about the job market. E"'{plore occupations related to your skills and education. Know what is required to compete
for these positions.

Target Employe:rS - Use a variety
of methods to identify potential employers and research their organizations.
Utilize employer directories, the
Internet, the CRC Career Information
Library, professional associations, trade
journals, and similar sources to develop
a list of employer names and addresses.
Find out as much as you can about
prospective employers through employees, visits, company literature and refer-

~repare Job

Search Material -

Develop a dynamic resume and cover
letters targeted fo the needs of potential
employers. Consider developing several
versions of your resume, depending
upon the positions or organizations you
are pursuing.

Conduct Your Job Search
Campaign - This part of the process

based on face-to-face interviews.
Practice your interviewing skills and set
a goal of gaining an interview with all
organizations on your list even if some
do not have current openings. Personal
contact improves your chances of being
remembered once an opening does
occur.
~ew Job - When all the terms have
been agreed upon. request an empioyment letter/contract stating salary, starting date and benefits. After reviewing
and accepting the offer, relax and enjoy
your new job!

requires daily attention. Develop a.
schedule and record keeping system.
Your records should include .prospective
contacts, companies contacted, followup dates and status of contact. Access
all possible job listings and contact
employers of interest for potential hiring
needs. Be persistent and follow
through.

Review Your Decision - Career
development is an ol)going process.
Review your job search experience and
determine successes and problems.
Keep your resume current - you never
know when you may need it!

Interview - Organizations usually hire

Source: UCF Career Resource Center

'
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Paid Positions include:
•Editors• Writers• Photographers
Distribution Helpers • Newspaper Layout Artists
E-mail Heissam@UCFfuture.com for more-information!

Worldco of Boca Raton
Now recruiting

Professional & Junior
E uity Traders· ·: ·

The Cheesecake Factory, a unique, full
service restaurant, boasting a creative
and extensive menu of over 200 high
quality menu items, will be opening soon
in Winter Park Village! We're known
nationwide for our excelient food. delicious desserts
and cheesecakes, and breathtaking, high-energy atmosphere. With
our opening just around the comer, we're now accepting
applications from service-oriented individuals who are as
committed as we are to providing absolute guest satisfaction in
their dining experience.

•Servers •Bakery/Cashiers
•Bartenders •Espresso Bar
• Bussers •Host Staff
•Dishwashers •Cooks
Flexible full & part time scheduling, benefits, top $$$ potential & more!
Apply In Person Monday-Saturday, 9am-6pm at our temporary
mterviewing site at the Best Western Mt Vernon Inn

110 South Orlando Avenue m Winter Park
Phone: 407-644-1174

Worldco Financial Services, a leading ';self-clearingn Proprietary trading firm is
currently seeking dnven, committea, and determined college graduates who
exhibit superb analytical skills and mathematical prowess.

Summer Work

Low Commission Rates & High Payout Rates to 95.5%.
Firm Capital provided for those with high GPAs & to Professional Traders.
Mentorship Program for Junior Traders.
Lecture Series by Highly Profitable Senior Traders.
Sponsorship for Series 7. 55.
Health, Dental, Disability & Life Insurance Available.
· ~ Worldco Financial Services "clearly discloses the risk that 'proprietary
· traders' share in both the profits and losses of their trading activity"!

*
*
*
*
*

Worldco believes that your persistent work, focus,
and disciplined commitment will lead to your great success!
Fax resume, including GPA to (561) 620-7455, ATTN: Recruiting,
or e-mail resume to recruiting@boca.worldco.com
, Arrange a Visit Today!

<'\ .

*
*

'

•

•

l

I

I

-APPT'

Flexible PT/FT schedules
Customer sales/svc.
No exp. nee --will train.
Advancement Opportunities
All majors accepted
Scholarships available
Conditions Apply

Call office nearest summer residence
...

Financial Services
Warldco, LLC

New Locations Now Open: Melville & East Hampton, NY.

Worldco Fi1J1Zncial Servi.ces is headt/uartered at
11o Wall Street,

NYC

Member NASD, SIPC, DTC, OCC.
. Http:/ /www.WorldcoLLC.com

Clearwater
Daytona
FtLauderdale
Ft Myers
Gainesville
Hollywood
Jacksonville
Lakeland
Melbourne
Miami

727-772-0030
386-253-4300
954-786-2227
941-936-2027
352-336-4003
954-961-5556
904-636-0015
863-606-0229
321-779-7890
305-385-8802

Naples
Ocala
Orlando
Palm Beach
Panama City
Pensacola
Port St. Lucie
Sarasota
Tallahassee
Tampa

941-649-7211
352-694-2788
407-862-8786
561-616-6141
850-230-1093
850-433-8114
561-398-2218
941-486-1160
850-681-9085
813-936-1122

www.workforstudents.com/po

.........
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Campus to corporate transition not_ easy

,

I{

If you tend to show up
early for class, keep up with
your assignments and put
forth extra effort when less
would do, you 're not only a
model student. Chances are,
you'll also make a great
employee. Most top-level
executives look for qualities
like initiative and efficiency
in the people they hire and
promote.
Beca.use the world of college and the world of work
are so different, however,
many students have trouble
moving from campus success
to corporate success. Here
are the primary qualities
and strategies that can help
make you a successful and
valued employee:
Keep your personal

life in order - Employers are
usually sensitive to situations
Work smarter, harder,
where employees are coping
faster - Accountability is one
with difficult personal issues,
of the traits that employers
such as relationship or martial value most in employees. Or,
problems or the illness or loss as one executive observes,
of a loved one. However they
"you know what needs to be
also expect employees to deal done, and be counted on to
with these issues. If you find
do it tight and on time, withyourself in such a situation,
out constant reminders or
supervision."
deal with the issues as best
you can or ask for help in
In the process, think of
addressing them. If you
yourself as a consultant and
ignore your problems, they're .continually look for ways that
you can function more effeclikely to spill over into your
tively. ·
work and detract from your 1
job performance. That's nof
Another practical strategy
to- say that an employer
is to let people in manageshould evaluate your personal ment know that you're inter·ested in doing more to benelife, but employers can (and
will) evaluate you on the way
fit your organization and ask
you perfortp your job as a
if they would consider menresult of your thoughts, feeltoring you. Learn the ropes
ings and attitudes.
· from others who have already

climbed them. They may be
the same people who sit in
on meetings about downsizing someday and they'll be
more likely to go to bat for
you than for someone they
don't know well.

and when asked or whenever appropriate, to let
your bosses know of your
achievements.
You don't have to get
in anyone's face, but the
people you report to
should know how well you
do your job. This strategy
for maintaining a positive,
visible presence goes hand
in hand with cultivating
allies and advocates in the
workplace.

Demonstrate and document your value - Always
remember that the # 1 goal of
a company or organization is
to stay in business. With that
in mind, find :ways to reduce
costs or generate revenue for
your employer. At the same
Welcome change time, proceed cautiously with ·You cannot do a job well
any time or money-saving sug- without adapting to
gestions. You don't want colchange, whether it takes
leagues to thfuk: of you as a
the form of new technoloknow-it-all who is intent on
gy or added job responsibilchanging everything.
ities.
It is also important to
While anger and fear
document the work you do
are typical responses to
change, optimism is the
most appropriate one.
Ironically, when people are
worried about keeping
their jobs, they are the
most resistant to change.
They adopt the exact opposite behavior of what companies are looking for in
employees.
Commit to lifelong
learning - One of the consequences of change is having to learn new skills to
replace less effective work
methods. But it also benefits you to continually
expand and refme your
abilities. Employers are
more likely to retain
employees who upgrade
their skills over those who
do not. Only knowledge and the ability to apply it provides this kind of leverage.

Come Join Us At The First Baptist Church Of Orlando

3000
'•

s.

John Yo~ng Pkwy.

Here Are Some Of The Participants Waiting For You!
Dial America
HMS Host

Marriott Vacatian Club
Oether Foods/Mtdonald ·s
Orange County ~orrectiens
Pacesetter Personnrl
"·
Sun trust Banks~-· nc.
Trader Telesate~ Center
Cornmtmity Cooldinator Care for
Children
Ff orida Metr~itaalhJiy,erulyLEMU
ICM
UPS

Walt Disney World
Argenbright Security
Wet n· Wild
Kane· s Furniture
Americare School
Oeo.,,.:sJAdvantica
Restaurants
Ma«iott 'Graad -V•sta
Wcsgate Re orts
Odsfft C mmercial Staffing
Wehbe College
BP mo co
Americus Holdings Inc.

1

Communicate opealy

an4 4irecdy- \Vrium,
verbal and dccuonic skills
ace essential to every work

carironmcnt. Knowing
how to listen ts equally
important. The way you
communicate is a ttflectton
of how you perceive and
perform your job.

~<t?
©G!Oa ~71~7/~®
~ ~ Doofl©Q

E
TAMPA

Bring

P~en~

s

'tinplDJJlllll

Of Rm.mes Professional Dress Recommended

Finding ACareer Is NOT Just For Graduates • ALL Are Welcome!

IUldl

www.CareerWeb.com

Look for leadership
opportunities - Every
employee, regardless of ;ob
tide, should .be willing and
able to assume a leadecmip
role, whcnevcc the need
arises. It's an ideal opportunity to demonsttate four
ability and value to an .orga.niEation.

I

,:

A5 you prepare to enter
the work force, think long
and hard about how you
can get, and do, a great job.
Wherever you work, you
will need to have exceptional qualities and skills to
launch and advance your
career.

t

Source: Jean Katz, Planning Job Choices
1999, National Association of Colleges
and Employers

Resume do's and don'ts
DO
Be concise.
Your resume should be an outline of
your specific career-related experiences, qualifications and education. Use
short phrases or bullets to highlight
key points; save details for your cover
letter and/or interview. Limit your
resume to one or two pages.

Target resume to career fleki.
If you plan to apply for positions in dif-

ferent career fields, tailor a resume for
each with an appropriate objective and
skills pertinent to each field. It's not
unusual to have two or three resumes
on hand, each targeted to a different
career field.

Communicate skills am/
accomplishments.

plishments. Emphasize leadership, orga- Create a professional appearance.
nizational, communication and teamThe employer's first impression of you
work skills. Demonstrate results of your · is based on your resume. Make sure it
efforts by including figures whenever
reflects the professional image you
possible (for example, doubled particiwant to convey!
pation or increased attendance by
100%).

Proofread and edit.

Keep resume current.
As you learn new skills or achieve new

accomplishments, add them to your
resume. Change or eliminate outdated
information. You never know when an
opportunity will arise.

Be honest and accurate.
Convey your qualifications in a positive
light without embellishment or exaggeration. Employers often advertise a
"wish list" of qualifications and don't
necessarily expect applicants to have
them all.

**discount**
airlines
hotels &car rentals
M~msays

your greens...

Leave out irrelevant information such
as personal interests, family status, and
salary requirements. Include only information pertinent to your job-related
qualifications.

Don't use passive phrases.
Use action and skill verbs such as
implemented, established, designed,
edited and sold. This helps emphasize
your accomplishments rather than passively listing your job duties or responsibilities.

Don't include high school
information.
High school information is ancient his-

continued on page 33

PERFECT SUMMER.JOB
FOR UCF STUDENTS!!
DIALAMERICA MARKETING
BEST PART-TIME JOB IN ORLANDO
IS LOOKING FOR YOU!!

TwoL

near

U.C.F. camJ>llS•••
1 East Orlando

$100 SIGN ON BONUS

Herndon Village Shoppes
on E Colonial Dr.
• 407-894-8452

2 Oviedo
Oviedo Marketplace Mall _
(outside entrance near
Bed Bath & Beyond)
-Red Bug Rd &The
Greenway (Hwy 417)
• 407-359-7028

*$8-$14/hr avg pay
*Refe"al Bonus
*Flexible AM/PM hours

*Paid Training
* Weekly Paychecks
*401Kplan

••••••••••••••••••

10%off

Bring this ad with valid
U.C.F. ID card in to
Cbamberlin's Oviedo
Marketplace and reciere
100,.(, oft' on your next
p~. Qffer excludes
pre-discowited merchandise.

•••••••••••••••••••
• Fresh Food Deli
• Energizing Smoothies
• Natural Vitamins
• Free Health Consultations
• Sports Nutrition
• Wtld Weekly Specials
• Bulk Snack Foods

'

tory to recruiters. Stick to career- and
education-related accomplishments
during college.

Dlll'T·

Instead of simply listing job duties,
communicate relevant skills and accom-

www.hotel-4-you.com

Have someone else review your resume
to check for errors or awkward phrasing. Bring your resume to the Career
Resource Center for critiquing by a
career advisor.A resume is a one- or
two-page summary of your skills,
accomplishments, aperience~ and education designed to capture the interest
of prospective employers. Because the
purpose of a resume is to secure an
interview, it can be an employer's first
(and most lasting) impression of you.
Consider the following guidelines
when preparing your resume.

Don't include i'rre/.evant information.

Benefits -Now Available!!

CALL THE OFFICE NEAREST YOU!
ORLANDO

WINTER PARK

QUORUM CENTER
4205 VINELAND RD STE L3
ORLANDO, FL (1-4 AT EXIT 32)

COMMERCE CENTER
3592 ALOMA A VE. STE 6
WINTER PARK, FL (ALOMA
& 436)

....

from page 32

Don't label the document
'Resume.'
It sl1ould be immediately

clear to the reviewer that this
is your resume!

Don't exaggerate.

Paid Internship

You may be asked to
expound on any information
you include in your resume.
Be as accurate as possible
without selling your skills
short.

Advertising Copywriter/P_roduction Assistant
Looking for a summer job? Looking for hands-on experience that will launch your career?
Global Travel International is in search of an Advertising Copywriter for its in-house
Advertising Agency. Students with a "can-do" attitude aspiring for a career in advertising or
marketing in the travel and hospitality industries should apply. Must be able to write effective
marketing copy within tight deadlines and assist !he department with the printing of high
quality travel brochures and newsletters. Paid internship will be full-time Monday - Friday,
8:00-5:00 or 9:00-6:00 during the summer break May 6-August 17. Fax a cover letter, resume
and three writing samples to Darrin lrig~arte {88S) 320-4181.

Don't ooerlook
extracurricular and
volunteer experiences.
Experience gained during
volunteer work, participation
in campus or community
organizations, and leadership
experiences are all valid.
Valuable transferrable skills
can be learned and practiced
through volunteer and
extracurricular experiences.

at

_(})_,~
. -

Don't include salary
informa,tion.

GLOBAL TRAVEL INTERNATIONAL

If a company requires a
f

www.globaltravel.com
.

ONE OF THE NASDAQ's
FASTEST-GROW I NG
COMPANIES IS LOOKING
FOR A FEW AMBITIOUS

UCF

STUDENTS

We are a publidy traded local phone company
We have over I,CX>0,000 customers n;tionwide

,,

We're launching a totally unique product in the
market
Everyone needs. it, everyone can sell it
Great Pay, Great on your Resume
Flex Hours, FT or PT
There doesn't have to be a trade-off between
earnings and resume-building career experience! /
Talk America is a publicly traded local phone company
looking for reliable, honest, outgoing students.
This is a dream opportunity for the right, outgoing
people: work your own hours, be your own boss, and
earn big profits \\flile you gain valuable ecperience
with a leader in the hottest career field on the planet.
Call us at 866-226-5870 for more details and
an interview.

.
'

salary history, include it as a
separate page or address it in
your cover letter. Save discussion for a future interview.

Don't list references on
resume.
References should be listed
on a separate page and provided on request. Inform
your references each time
you submit their contact
information to an employer.
Make sure your references
have current copies of your
resume so that they can
speak knowledgeably on
your behalf.
While the purpose of a
resume is to secure an interview, the cover letter can persuade an employer to read
your resume in several ways.
like a career objective on
a resume, the cover letter can
tell an employer what type of
position you are seeking.
The cover letter can also
expand on your resume by
highlighting the specific
skills and experiences the
employer is seeking, displaying your knowledge about
the career field or company,
and demonstrating your writing skills. If your concern is a
lack of practical experience
on your resume, your cover
letter can explain why you
are still the right person for
the job.
Open your cover letter
by stating why you are writing (e.g., to apply for an
advertised position or
because Mr. John Smith in
the company's marketing
department referred you to
the recruiter). In the next
one to two paragraphs,
briefly discuss your background and qualifications.
Most importantly, relate yourself to the company and the
specific position for which
you are applying. Finally,
close your letter with a
request for a personal meeting or interview.
Source: UCF Career Resource Cenler

~
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Shedden the first UCF athlete to qualify for NCAA Track Championships ·
FROM PAGE

36

Wentworth shares her runner's
goals.
"We're going up to Drake
this weekend," she said. "She's
already got a qualifying mark in
the 10,000. We're trying to get
her on the list in the 5,000, then
sharpened her up at Villanova in
three weeks in the 10,000."
The ultimate goal is to be in
Eugene, Ore., at the end of May
for the NCAA Championships.
So far Shedden has beaten the
NCAA provisional mark, but she
has to wait and see · what her
competition does before she will
know whether she gets to compete in Eugene.
In the Trans America
Athletic
Conference
Championships this past weekend, Shedden made a strong
showing in the 10,000-meter
run. Finishing first, she won the
race by 41.33 seconds with a
time of 36:24.82. Shedden also
ran the 5,000-meter and 3,000meter races, finishing third in
both.
Mansur-Wentworth · was
impressed with the effort given
by Shedden.
"Sonja shattered her own
TAAC record in the 10,000,
came back and scored third and
earned All-Conference in the
5,000 and earned all conference
in the 3,000," she said. "I mean
that's amazing for a distance
runner to score 22 points when
she had to run 18,000 meters of
races.
"She ran over 11 miles of
races in probably a 20 hour time
frame. That's amazing. She ran
so gutsy and so powerful. She
really wanted to do it for the
team."
Shedden also won the
10,000-meter race at the TAAC
Track and Field Championships
when she was a freshman. That
season she never finished lower
than third in a race. Her fourth
place finish in the TAAC Cross
Country Championships earned
her All-Conference honors and
distinguished Shedden as the top
freshman in the TAAC.
In her sophomore season,
Shedden became the first UCF
cross-country athlete to win the
TAAC Championship and the
first to win the TAAC Runner of
the Year Award. She repeated
this feat as a junior. Shedden was
forced to redshirt her sophomore
track season.due to a broken foot
suffered during a training accident.
Shedden said she began running as a child because it was
just something to do.
"We (my sisters and I) were
like little tomboys," she said.
"We never sat still."
From there, she became a
part of the All-State and the MidEast Champion team in high
school. Shedden was the runnerup in the Pennsylvania State
Cross Country Championships
and in the 3,200-meter race at
the Pennsylvania State Track and
Field Meet.

She said she chose to come
to UCF for many reasons. The
climate was a nice change, but the
coaches had the biggest influence
on her decision.
"The coaches' personalities,
there was no pressure," Shedden
said. "They did not put other colleges down. They said this is what
we're going to offer you and this
is what UCF is."
Her decision appears to be
paying off as she holds three
school records and is a part of two

Junior Sonja
Shedden has set
a number of
UCF records
this year for
both the track
· and cross-country teams.

relay teams that hold UCF
records. The records are not all
that Shedden wants, however.
"No doubt, I'm going to
make All-American."
A pretty hefty prediction, but
with the focus and determination she has shown in her first three
years, Sonja S_hedden cannot be
counted out. She has proven time
and again that once she sets her
mind on something she does not
give up until she accomplishes
her goal.

'

PHCYI'O BY JOE
KALEITA

Take a break ....
You've earne

30 Days ... 2 Countries ... 1 Pass ...
Travel by train and experience the adventure and freedom that only
the North America Rail Pass* offers.
Simply the most adventurous and affordable way to see the United
States and Canada. Together, Amtrak® and VIA Rail Canada offer
an exciting rail pass for those who really want to experience North
America's vast beauty. Travel to as many places as you want in
30 days ... so why not see it all. Whether you are traveling the coast,
passing through the mountains or visiting another city, you'll enjoy

,.

the flexibility o_f creating an itinerary to match your interests. Trip must
include at least one segment in each country.

NORTH AMERICA

RAIL PASS
Peak fare

30-Day
Pass Price

10% Student
Advantage
Discountt

$674US

$6Q7US

$471 us

$424US

(Peak Jun 1 - Oct 15)

Off-peak fare
(Off-peak Jan 1 - Mar 31 and Oct 16- Dec 31)

t Amtrak accepts the Student Advantage Card! Members save 10% on a
30-day North America Rail Pass and 15%** on most Amtrak coach fares year
round. To join Student Advantage and start saving, call 1.877.2JOIN.SA or visit
studentadvantage. com.

Call 1.800.USA.RAIL or visit www.amtrak.com/promotions/details.html
for more information on the North America Rail Pass and sample
itineraries.

I(

TERMS AND CONDITIONS: •The pass is good for 30 consecutive days coach travel anywhere in the US and
Canada serviced by Amtrak and VIA Rail Canada and 1s valid for up to one year from the date of purchase.
Offer 1s not valid on Amtrak Acela Express"", Metroliner'M, Auto Train•, on certain Thruway connecting services
or tor certain trains and buses listed in the VIA timetable but operated by companies other than VIA. Offer 1s
not valid with other offers, discounts or promotions. Other restrictions apply.

** 15% Discount is valid on select trains only- Not valid on Acela Express, Peak weekday Metroliner or Canadian
portions of trains operated Jointly by Amtrak and VIA RAIL Canada, or on connecting ser¥ices via non-Am•rak
tarriers. Offer is not valid w•th other offers, discounts or promotions. Other restr1ct1ons apply.

(
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Pope, Arnold move up in UCF record books
FROMPAGE40

lead the Golden Knights to a 7-2 win.
Arnold allowed seven hits and one earned
run while walking three and striking out
· eight. UCF jumped out to a 3-0 lead after
two and a half innings and added three more
runs in the fourth. The Trojans posted their
only two runs in the bottom of the third on
an RBI single by junior Lance Newman and
a passed ball that scored senior Ryan
Petersen. First baseman Greg Good went 3for-4 for the Golden Knights, while catcher
Jeremy Frost went 2-for-3 with his seventh
home run of the season and t\yo RBis.
UCF took the second game of the doubleheader in dramatic fashion, getting a sacrifice fly by designated hitter Bill Oakley
that broke a 4-4 tie in the top of the seventh
and final inning. Zach Sutton, the Golden
Knights' third pitcher to take the mound in
the game, shut down the Trojans in the bottom of the seventh and ·picked up the win
after allowing only one hit in the final two
frames. Freshman Mal Wmters suffered the
loss for the Trojans, coming into the game
in the fourth and allowing one run and three
hits in three innings.
Frost led UCF's offense once again,
going 2-for-3 with his second home run of
the day, and Good went 2-for-3 to complete
a 5-for-7 performance on the day. UCF
starting pitcher Paul Lubrano lasted 3.2
innings, allowing four hits and three earned
runs. Junior Brad Busbin relieved Lubrano,
allowing an unearned run in 1.1 innings
before Sutton came on to finish the game.
The series sweep improved UCF's

record to 36-10, including a 13-5 mark in
TAACplay.
UCF wins wild midweek game against
South Florida
Andy Johnson's fly ball to right field
was dropped by Daniel Boyd in the bottom
of the ninth allowing Wayne Summers to
score from third as No. 17 UCF defeated
South Florida 18-17 in a wild affair at Jay
Bergman Field.
The Golden Knights held the lead the
entire game until the Bulls pulled to a tie in
the ninth inning. South Florida scored in
every inning after a scoreless first. UCF had
four big innings to account for their 18 runs.
South Florida's Rick Stegbauer went 5for-6 in the game including a crucial double
off the centerfield wall off UCF reliever
Jason Arnold in the ninth inning with two
outs scoring pinchrunner Ben Drawdy from
first base.
Arnold (8-2) retired Allen Shirley for
the last out of the inning and received a buzzard win with the Golden Knights scoring
in the bottom of the inning. David
Richtberg (1-2) took the loss for South
Florida.
The 18-17 score was the largest total
runs scored between the teams in their 25
year-75 game series. Both teams scored
their highest amount of runs against each
other. UCF surpassed the 17 they scored
against the Bulls in a 17-10 win in Tampa.
Both lineups had eight of their nine
starters recording hits. Shirley went 4-for-6
with two doubles in the game. Shirley had
only 10 hits in the entire season entering the

game. Justin Holmes ,went 3-for-6, while
Kris Courier added a pinch-hit home run
and Boyd hit a home run ~ well.
The Golden Knights were powered by
Chad Ehrnsberger, who went 2-for-4 with
four RBI including a double and his 14th
home run of the season. Ehrnsberger now
trails Dustin Brisson's single-season mark
of 17 by three round trippers. Matt Meath
went 3-for-5 with his second home run of
the season. Mike Myers and Summers both
went 3-for-5 in the game. Myers missed the
cycle by a home run hitting a double and
triple. Mike Fox went 2-for-5 with two doubles to take the TAAC lead with 17 on the
season.
Pope, Arnold continue record-setting sea-

sons
.UCF pitchers Justin Pope and Jason
Arnold combined to post three wins last
week, both moving up in the UCF record
books. Pope's win over Troy State was his
10th of the season and the 27th of his career,
tying him with Brandon Turner for first
place on the career wins list. He is also now
the only UCF pitcher to ever have back-toback 10-win seasons. His 13 strikeouts in
the game give him 118 for the season, just
seven short of the single-season record of
125 set by Brian Ahem in 1989. Arnold
went 2-0 for the week, picking up a midweek win in relief against South Florida and
then winning his start against Troy State on
PHOTO BY JOE KALEITA
Saturday. The two wins give him 25 for his
career, moving him past current UCF pitch- Freshman right·hander Justin Cerrato has
ing coach Craig Cozart into third place on started the last two midweek games for the
the career win list.
UCF baseball team.

~--------~-----------
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Distance runner Shedden in
midst of record-breaking ~eason

UCF beat Campbell and .
Georgia State to reach finals
four seed Troy State, 4-3, on Friday.
To win that match, Stetson had to
rally after losing the doubles point.
They rebounded with key singles
victories by their middle seeds
Aleksandar Antonijevic and
Aleksandar Nicin.
But once again, FAU dominated, beating Stetson 4-0. The second-seeded duo of Doug Devriendt
and Paiz beat Tobias Tangberg and
Libor Sedivak, 8-5~ Then at No. 3,
Spotti and Faerman clinched the
point by taking down 'Piero
Demichelli and Kyle Lapnow is a
close match, 9-8.
Devriendt beat Demichelli at
No. 1insingles,6-2, 6-2. Two-seed
Bilgin defeated Vittorio Fratta, 6-2,
6-2, third-seeded Andre Bozzoni
downed Antonijevic, 6-2, 6-3, and
Paiz beat Sedivak, 6-4, 6-1.

FRoMPAGE40

season in doubles, UCF rolled over
Campbell in all three matches. The
top-seeded senior team of
Federico Camacho and William
Guerin. . defeated
Andreas
Mardbrink and Sasa Ljumic and
third-seeded Augusto Sanabria and
Gabriel Strangberg beat Zoric
Toltsan and Loic Legoff by identical 8-3 scores. Junior Johan Westin
and freshman Catalin Bradu were
leading 7-4 against Juan Carlos
Osorio and Martin Parkes when
the opening point was clinched.
The Knights also made short
work of Campbell in singles.
Strangberg downed Ljumic, 6-2,
6-0, at No. 2. At No. 4, Bradu followed up with a 6-2, 6-2 victory
over Parkes. Sixth-seeded sophomore Ryan Wmter defeated Steve
Hoeltschi, 6-2, 7-5, and that was
all UCF would need.
The next day, UCF took on
second seed and defending conference champ Georgia State. GSU
had beaten seventh seeded
Jacksonville
Friday,
4-1.
Jacksonville got there by beating
host Mercer, the# 10 seed, 4-1. But
against GSU, they were no match, ,
scoring a point only on Bram
Tukker' s 7-5, 6-3 win over Carl
Lumsden at No. 2.
Ranked 58th nationally, GSU
was unable to take the advantage
early on as again UCF won the '
opening point. Camacho and
Guerin beat Pablo Perez-Gras and
Chris Stewart, 8-4, at No. 1.
Sanabria and Strangberg clinched
the point with an 8-4 victory over
Nicholas Lupica and Albano
Franco at No. 3.
In singles, No. 1 seed
Camacho defeated Perez-Gras 6-2,
7-6. He was backed up by
Strangberg's 6-3, 6-3 win over
· Stewart at No. 3 and Westin's 6-2,
6-2 defeat of Lupica at No. 6.
Georgia State did make it close
with second seeded Lumsden' s
defeat of Guerin, 6-1, 6-3, and
Fernando Damus's 6-1, 6-2 victory over Sanabria.
Florida Atlantic, the nations
5lst ranked team, began its trip
Fnday as well, with a match
against eighth-seeded Samford. A ·
day earlier, Samford defeated
ninth-seeded Jacksonville State, 40. In that match, Samford won two
out of three doubles matches and
swept singles. But against the tournament's top seed, they w.ould not
have similar success. FAU took the
opening point behind Yalin Bilgin
and Martin Jirak's 8-5 win over
David Misner and Raphael Bohli
at No. I and Sandro Spotti and ,
Fabio Faerman's 8-1 victory over ,
Colin Thompson and Travis '
Johnson at No. 3.
Jirak beat Chuck Haddox, 6-0,
6-3, at No. 3 and Spotti and
Johnson dominated Thompson, 61, 6-0, at No. 5. Sixth-seeded
Christian Paiz downed Johnson, 64, 6-1, to complete the sweep.
On Saturday, FAU faced fifthseeded Stetson, a team that upset
1

1

In the finals matchup, FAU
came out of the gates roaring again.
Bilgin and Jirak defeated Camacho
and Guerin, 8-2, at No. 1 doubles,
followed by Devriendt and Paiz
beating Westin and Bradu, 8-2, for
the opening point.
After Spotti beat Sanabria, 6-2,
6-2, at No. 5, FAU's top two seeds
simultaneously · beat UCF's to
clinch the match. At No. 1, Devrient
downed Camacho, 7-6, 6-1. Guerin
was downed by Bilgin, 6-3, 6-4, at
No.2.
UCF finished the year at 13-6
overall. FAU finished at 21-4. FAU
will now go on to play . in the
NCAA tournament. It is the first
conference title for the Owls, and
vindication after playing .in three
title matches in four years without
winning.

KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER
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Sonja Shedden came to UCF
from Penl\sylvania so she was
used to the cold, or so she
thought. Nothing could have prepared the junior runner for the
conditions she faced at the NCAA
Cross Country Championships.
Shedden was the first UCF
athlete to qualify and compete for
the cross country National
Championship, but the conditions
the day of the race were nothing
she had ever faced before. It was
18 degrees outside with a minus
18-degree wind chill. Despite
these horrendous conditions,
Shedden finished 198 out of 252
with a time of 22:52.
"It was indescribable," she
said. "I'm used to the · cold
because I'm from Pennsylvania.
I've never run in that cold (of
temperature) in my entire life. I

can't explain it."
With that race behind her,
Shedden accomplished another
first for UCF. She became the
first UCF athlete to qualify for the
NCAA Track and Field
Championships. On Mar. 30,
Shedden ran the 10,000-meter
race at the Raleigh Relays in
35:08.81,
beating her
own school
record by one
minute.
Shedden
said she hopes
to qualify for
5,000the
meter race as
well and is
Shedden
planning on
knocking 10 seconds off her
10,000-meter time. UCF Head
Coach
Marcia
MansurSHEDDON, Page 34
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Do you have your AA degree?
Air Force ROTC offers incentives for qualified junior and senior level
cadets enrolled in our program.
Incentives include:
•Up to $3,000 tuition p~r year
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•$200 a month stipend
Special scholarship programs exist for engineers and nurses.
For more information, call us at (407) 823-1247 (UCF-lAIR) or visit us at Building 501
(behind the Recreation Services Building I Swimming Pool).
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Fox a standout on offense,
defense for UCF baseball
KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

Senior Mike Fox left his mark
in UCF history this season. On
Feb. 6, the second baseman made
sure his name would be forever
~ remembered by UCF baseball fans
when he became the first Golden
Knight to homer at Jay Bergman
Field, which opened its gates on
Feb. 3.
He has maintained that power
throughout the sea.Son, as he is second on the team with eight home
runs. Doubles appear to be Fox's
specialty, however; He haS had five
games in which he has hit multiple
doubles. Fox cun:ently leads the
Trans
America
Athletic
Conference with 17.
He is sixth in the TAAC in
RBis (41 ), eighth in total bases
(89) and ninth in slugging percent- .
age (.627).
Fox said that though he has
had to make a few adjustments,
the season is going pretty well for
him.
"I'm still coming around,"
Fox said. "I just moved into the
five hole from the nine hole so it's
a little different, but I feel like I'm
adjusting to it pretty well."
Head Coach Jay Bergman
said he moved Fox up in the lineup because of the experience he
brings.
"I think when he's in the ninth
slot it's a very comfortable slot for
him," Bergman said. "He sees a lot
of fastballs. I think we had to get
him up in the order with his experience and everything else to get us
through. I think he's done a nice
job in that situation."
Fox showed his experience in
UCF's biggest series of the season.
In the Alabama series, the senior

U"7STORE-IT

SELF STORAGE

four-for-five with two RBis and
three runs. He missed hitting for
the cycle by a home run. Fox had
17 multiple-hit games during the
2000 season.
His s0phomore year, Fox was
hampered by a dislocated shoulder
injury he suffered the week of Feb.
14. That season he hit .265 with 17
RBI and started in 32 of the 51
games he appeared in.
In 1997, Fox helped his summ~r league team ·coral Springs
Big League to a World .Series
.
"#.1,.•-:j,;•· •.., . ~ ·..."1h····~
Championship by hitting .446. ~~-:; ·
~-'~'
Fox said that baseball was his
-first love and growing up with a ·. ; ;_,_ ·:~....~/;·\
~~ . ...~ ....
father who played baseball at
~ .. ~~ ;~~- :
~ .... '
..
.·
:
'rBowijng Green, he has beev
-~l? ~; ~- '£ ~:-- ,.
around the sport and playing it for
·~ .., ....~.
as long as he can remember.
.,·
"My dad was a big time softball player," Fox sajd. "He played
in college too, so I looked up to
him a lot."
· --:.' ~ollowing_ Mike Fo~ 's gra~u
,: anon m the sp~g, UCF is looking ·
to welcome his ~ounger ?rother
Matt, who has signed with the
team for the 2002 season. Big
brotller said he hopes bis little
brother will enjoy it at tJCF. Matt
will have some pretty big shoes to
fill.
Fox said his plans next year
are on hold until the Major League
Baseball draft.
''We'll see what happens if!
the draft," he said. "I actually graduate this spring. I don't know
(what I'm going to do next year).
rm going to play it by ear."
Bergman said that while Fox
has a job lined up, he thinks that
Mike will get to continue playing
Hurry • Limited Time
the sport he loves.
"I think he's going to get a
chance to play a little pro .ball;'
............
-:
Bergman said.
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assistant coaches T.J.
Pierce, Shonda Swift,
and Harry Myers.
''They might put
my name
it, but in
my mind it's all four of
us who won it," she said.
• UCF had 19 topthree finishes in the
meet. Along with Beard,
Shedden, and Marzetta
four other Golden
Knights had first place
finishes. Kelly Roloff
won the high jump with
a mark of 1.63 meters.
Jamie Pew was first in
the javelin throw with a
mark of 37.27 meters.
With a mark of
12.35 meters, LaTricia
Firby won the triple
jump. Shannon Ryan
won the pole vault at
3.19 meters. Roloff also
finished third in the long
jump (5.47 m), while
Pew came in second in
the high jump (1.63 m).
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Pearo BY JASoN KoKaroFF

UCF second baseman Mike Fox has
recently been moved from the ninth
spot in the batting order to the fifth
spot in the batting order. _
:
had either a game-tying. or ganiewinning RBI in every game, helping the Golden Knights complete a
series sweep of the Crimson Tide.
Bergman said that Fox's stable presence has helped the
Golden Knights this year.
"Mike's been a pretty steady
player for us, offensively and
defensively," Bergman said. "He's
a senior that's been through the
wars, he knows how to handle situations. Mike's been a very, very
good player for us."
Prior to the Alabama series,
Fox had shown his capability to
pick up his play in big games. His
best performance during his junior
season was against Florida State in
the NCAA Regional. Fox went

3 Bedroom I 2 Bath Homes
From Under $500 per Month

UP TO $15,000 OFF

I

Eli_se Wilcox was second in the hammer with
a throw of 37.88 meters,
· Marzetta was second in
the 100-meter high hur. dies with a time of 14.01
seconds, and Sarah
Kureshi was thitd in the
800-meter
run
(2:17.50).
The
100-meter
relay team finished in
third place with a time
of 46.89 seconds.
Shedden and Beard
were both proud of the
effort given by the entire
Golden Knight team.
"It came down to
guts," Shedden said.
"We thought it. was
going to be close, but
everybody went out and
hammered it and we all
did really well."
"I'm really proud
of them, we worked
hard this whole semester and it paid off,"
Beard said. "I'm proud
of everybody."
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Beard wins Outstanding Performer at track championships
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PHOTO BY JOE KALEfrA

The UCF women's track and field team set three
conference records and numerous inclMclual records at
the TAAC Championships.
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PHOTOS BY JOE KALEITA

(Above) The UCF baseball team went 4-0 last week, including a series sweep of TAAC-opponent Troy Stale. The Golden Knights now have a 36-10 record.
(Right) Third baseman Chad Ehrnsberger has 14 home runs this season, three shy of Dustin Brisson's UCF record.
DAVID MARSTERS
STAFF WRITER

TROY, Ala. - Jay Bergman
Field was supposed to be a place
of dominance for the UCF baseball team this year, but the Golden
Knights have had more success on
the road in Trans America Athletic
Conference games.
Last weekend, No. 17 UCF
swept Troy State at Riddle-Pace
Field, winning the first game 9-2,
the second game 7-2 and the finale

On the road again
5-4. The Golden Knights are now
9-0 in TAAC road games this season and have won their previous
14 going back to last season.
Junior right-hander Justin
Pope (10-1) began the series
Friday with another dominating
performance, allowing three hits
and one earned run while striking

out 13 in eight innings of work.
Reliever Von Stertzbach pitched a
scoreless ninth inning to close out
the game.
Shortstop Jeremy Kurella led
the UCF offense, going 4-for-5 on
the day with a home run and two
RBis. Center fielder Mike Myers
had a two-run triple and second

baseman Mike Fox added his
eighth home run of the season.
The final two games of the
weekend set were played as a doubleheader Saturday. In the first
game, UCF starter Jason Arnold
(9-2) pitched a complete game to
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Women's track captures conference title
KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

The UCF women's track and
field team won its fourth Trans
America Athletic Conference
Championship in five years last

wee~nd.

e Golden Knights won t.•e
me in impressive fashion with
conference meet records in total
points, 196, and margin of victo~
ry, 75 points. Katara Beard, Sonja
Shedden, and Kellie Marzetta
also set conference meet records
in the shot put (14.27 m), 10,000meter run (36:24.82), and 100meter hurdles (1:01.46) respectively.
Beard's first place finish in
the shot put was the senior's
fourth victory in a row in that
event. She also finished second in

the javelin (33.89 m) and discus
(38.20 m) throws, and finished
third in the hammer throw (37 .36
m). Beard won 32 points for her
efforts in the throwing events,
which earned her the Outstandfug
Performer award for the second
year in a row.
Going into the meet, Beard
had been hampered by a shoulder
injury.
"I didn't really know how I
was going to perform because my
shoulder has been acting up on
me for about a month now,"
Beard said. "I knew I would do
well, but I didn't know I would do
that well."
Beard said she received treatments before each event, but they
really did not help. Her shoulder
was hurting her after the meet, but
it was all worth it in the end when

she won the award.
''That felt really good, really
good," Beard said. "I'm so proud
of myself."
UCF Head Coach Marcia
Mansur-Wentworth, who was
awarded TAAC Coach of the Year
for the fourth time in five years,
was proud of her team's performance.
"We're pleased," she said.
"We set three conference records.
A lot of people set school records
or personal bests today. We had
an outstanding meet and we got a
heck of a lot of points from everybody out there. Everybody competed well. Every single athlete
we lined up stepped up."
Mansur-Wentworth said that The UCF women's track and field
she shares her award with her team won the TAAC Championship by
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the largest margin of victory in the
history of the event.

Men's tennis
team falls to FAU
in TAAC finals
CHRIS BERNHARDT
STAFF WRITER

A strong season and run through
the TAAC tournament came up just
short Sunday for the UCF men's
tennis team. Seeded third in the
tournament, UCF fell 4-0 to Florida
Atlantic in the finals at the John
Drew Smith Tennis Center in
Macon, Georgia
Ranked 72nd nationally, UCF's
journey to the finals began Friday
night against sixth- seeded
Campbell. At 7-13 overall, the
Camels proved to be little match for
the Golden Knights in a 4-0 win.
After struggling for much of the
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